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Married Women's Property and
Inheritance by Widows in
Massachusetts:
A Study of Wills Probated Between
1800 and 1850
Richard H. Chusedt
INTRODUCTION

At the turn of the nineteenth century, coverture laws significantly
impeded the ability of married women to own and manage property in
the United States. Unless a married woman obtained the protection of
equity under the terms of an antenuptial agreement or a specifically tailored trust instrument, the common law entitled her husband to manage
and control her land, to take for himself the profits derived from her real
estate, and to own virtually all her personal property. I By the end of the
century, married women's property acts had removed most of the common law restraints.' Statutes modifying the coverture rules began to
t Professor of Law, Georgetown University Law Center. This paper was written with support
from the Summer Writers Grant Program at Georgetown University Law Center and from
the Legal History Program of the Institute for Legal Studies at the University of Wisconsin
Law School. The first draft was presented to the 1985 Summer Symposium on the Legal
History of the American Family held at the University of Wisconsin.
I With the exception of intimate items (so-called paraphernalia), a husband had the right to take
all the personal property of his wife by reducing it to his possession. A husband could decline
to take his wife's property by openly declaring that he had no desire to do so. Absent an
explicit rejection of the common law rule by a husband, the courts generally assumed that
reduction to possession had occurred. For more on the reduction to possession issue see infra
note 44 and accompanying text.
2 Literature on the history of married women's property reform has begun to appear in significant amounts. The revival of interest in the area began with a major thesis, E. Warbasse, The
Changing Legal Rights of Married Women, 1800-1861 (1960) (unpublished thesis, Radcliffe
College). Warbasse writes specifically about New England at 182-202. Other studies appearing with some work in the area include M. SALMON, WOMEN AND THE LAW OF PROPERTY
IN EARLY AMERICA (1986); M. RYAN, CRADLE OF THE MIDDLE CLASS: THE FAMILY IN
ONEIDA COUNTY, NEW YORK, 1790-1865 (19S1); N. BASCH, IN THE EYES OF THE LAW:
WOMEN, MARRIAGE, AND PROPERTY IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY NEW YORK (1982); S.
LEBSOCK, THE FREE WOMEN OF PETERSBURG: STATUS AND CULTURE IN A SOUTHERN
TOWN, 1784-1860 (1984). Monographs of interest on the nineteenth century include Lebsock,
RadicalReconstruction and the PropertyRights of Southern Women, 43 J. S. HIST. 195 (1977);
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appear in the 1830s. States continued to enact reform measures until just
a few years ago.3
Much of the common law reform legislation adopted before 1850
was modeled on cases decided before the Revolutionary War in the chancery courts of England and those American colonies with their own
courts of equity. 4 By 1775, British chancery decisions had ameliorated
some of the harsher features of the common law coverture rules through
use of the separate estate for married women.' While the early English
cases required that separate estates be set up in trust form, later decisions
permitted the establishment of separate estates without the intervention
of a trustee. In either case, the documents creating the interest for a
married woman had to express an intention to set aside the property in a
separate estate and to describe the management authority, if any, granted
to the married woman. Typically, separate estates were created with language that insulated a wife's property from her spouse's debts while still
leaving management of the property with her husband. Some documents
also freed property from the management and control of a husband, or
granted a married woman the right to transfer assets either during her
life or at death through the use of an instrument in the nature of a will.6
The first married women's property acts passed in the late 1830s and
early 1840s followed the model of the simplest separate estates. They
generally contained provisions insulating property held separately by
married women from the debts of their husbands. Some also contained
provisions confirming the legitimacy of the separate estate, 7 eliminating
the need for trustees, or granting specific management or will writing
Salmon, Women and Property in South Carolina: The Evidence From Marriage Settlements,
1730-1830, 39 WM. & MARY Q. 655 (1982); Chused, Married Women's PropertyLaw: 18001850, 71 GEO. L.J. 1359 (1983) [hereinafter Chused, Married Women's Law]; Chused, The
Oregon Donation Act of 1850 and Nineteenth Century FederalMarried Women's PropertyLaw,
2 LAW & HIST. REV. 44 (1984); Chused, Late Nineteenth Century Married Women's Property
Law: Reception of the Early Married Women's Property Acts by Courts and Legislatures, 29

AM. J. LEGAL HIST. 3 (1985).
3 Only in this decade did the Supreme Court decide that gender-based distinctions in state property law were unconstitutional. Kirchberg v. Feenstra, 450 U.S. 455 (1981).
4 See Chused, Married Women's Law, supra note 2, at 1368-72, 1409-12.
5 Id. at 1386.
6 Common law rules also disabled married women from writing wills. Some separate estates
created authority to dispose of property at death through the use of powers or other instruments that had the effect of a will. Most separate estates, however, probably did not give
married women total control over "their" property. Husbands usually retained management
and control rights. The right to transfer an asset without a husband's consent was also atypical. The most commonly used function of separate estate was to insure that a husband's
economic adventures did not endanger the estate of his wife. Fathers used separate estates for
their daughters to insure the viability of family wealth. Husbands sometimes employed separate estates to save family wealth from intrusions of business creditors. Also, women in business with sympathetic male family members could protect their own economic independence
with a separate estate.
7 This sort of provision was particularly important in states like Massachusetts that lacked a
strong equity tradition.
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authority to married women holding property separately.
Historians are now investigating early nineteenth century economic
decision-making within the family in an attempt to assess how changes in
private behavior influenced legislative reform of property laws concerning women. Some studies reveal the extent to which early nineteenth
century families used the equitable separate estate to give married women
a measure of control over their assets before married women's property
acts made such asset-holding devices more generally available. 9 In states
with a long chancery tradition, recorded instruments provide evidence
that married women's control over property increased between 1800 and
1850. For example, research of Maryland records revealed evidence that
both the use of the equitable separate estate and the scope of dispositional
control over property held by married women in a separate estate
increased between 1800 and 1850.1°
Conducting comparable research in Massachusetts is difficult."
Unlike Maryland, with its long chancery tradition and well-preserved
records, chancery courts and systematized recording systems for chancery documents developed late in the history of Massachusetts.' 2
Though some legislation was adopted before 1857 which gave Massachu8 For a survey of the early married women's legislation see Chused, Married Women's Law,
supra note 2, at 1397-1400.
9 Studies have been completed on courthouse documents in New York, Maryland, Virginia and
South Carolina. See studies by Basch, Chused, Lebsock and Salmon, cited supra note 2.
Marylynn Salmon's thesis also contains a wealth of information on four states: Connecticut,
Pennsylvania, Maryland and South Carolina. See M. SALMON, supra note 2. In addition, a
wills study has been done in New Jersey for the late nineteenth century period. Friedman,
Patternsof Testation in the 19th Century: A Study of Essex County (New Jersey) Wills, 8 AM.
J. LEGAL HIST. 34 (1964). Further discussion of these studies appears infra in Section III.
10 Chused, Married Women's Law, supra note 2, at 1372-81.
" A lack of good chancery document caches is not the only problem confronting those studying
women's legal history in Massachusetts. A further problem is that secondary literature on the
history of married women's property rules in Massachusetts, like that on equity in the state, is
not plentiful. At least one treatise in the area exists, but it was written in the second half of the
nineteenth century and, thus, does not cover outside the period of this study. See C. ALMY &
W. FULLER, THE LAW OF MARRIED WOMEN IN MASSACHUSET-rS (1878). There are a few
books published in Boston or nearby towns which deal with married women's property that
local attorneys may have used. Two books are particularly noteworthy: B.L. OLIVER, PRACTICAL CONVEYANCING,

A SELECTION OF FORMS OF GENERAL UTILITY,

WITH NOTES

(1816), and J. STORY, COMMENTARIES ON EQUITY JURISPRUDENCE (2 vol.,
1836). Oliver was an attorney in Boston, where the book was published. It was reissued in
1827, 1845, and 1881 which suggests that it may have been an important work. Story's treatise is considered to be a classic, written by a Harvard teacher, a Supreme Court Justice and an
extremely well known legal figure. See also J. PRESCOTT, A DIGEST OF THE PROBATE LAWS,
INTERSPERSED

OF MASSACHUSETTS, RELATIVE TO THE POWER AND DUTY OF EXECUTORS, ADMINISTRATORS, GUARDIANS, HEIRS, LEGATEES, AND CREDITORS, TO WHICH IS SUBJOINED AN
EXTENSIVE APPENDIX OF FORMS (Boston, 1824); F.G. COMSTOCK, A DIGEST OF THE LAW
OF EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS, GUARDIAN AND WARD, AND DOWER (Hartford,
19832); W. ROBERTS, A TREATISE ON THE LAW OF
ILLS AND CODICILS (2 vol., Exeter,

N.H., 1823). In addition, Joel Bishop's well-known treatise, COMMENTARIES ON THE LAW
OF MARRIED WOMEN (2 vol., 1871, 1875), published in the second half of the century, also
came from a Boston publisher.

12 Literature on the history of equity in Massachusetts is not plentiful, but two law journal articles are quite helpful. See Woodruff, Chancery in Massachusetts, 5 LAW Q. REV. 370 (1889);
Curran, The Strugglefor Equity in Massachusetts, 31 B.U.L. REV. 269 (1951).
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setts' courts jurisdiction over certain areas traditionally handled in chancery, the courts frequently construed the enactments narrowly. 1 3 In
addition, Massachusetts, unlike a number of other states, did not provide
for the recording of land transactions occurring through trusts until
1835.14 Even this provision did not require that such trusts be recorded
and trusts not involving land were outside the scope of the provisions.
Despite the lack of a strong equity tradition, Massachusetts adopted
its first married women's property act at. about the same time as most
other states. The legislature adopted married women's property reform
measures in 1842 and 1845.15 A far-reaching reform measure was
adopted in 1855.16 Furthermore, Massachusetts, like most other jurisdictions," approved a series of smaller changes in women's property law
before it adopted married women's acts. For instance, an 1833 statute
expanded a widow's right to share her deceased husband's estate. 8 Earlier measures allowed abandoned wives to regain limited rights to control
property they lost upon marriage,19 and affirmed the legitimacy of antenuptial contracts used by single women to retain control of their property after they married. 2° This legislative activity suggests that early
nineteenth century legislatures in Massachusetts were under some pressure to moderate the impact of common law coverture rules.
This study uses documents describing private property dispositions
to investigate two questions. First, did citizens of early nineteenth century Massachusetts make any efforts to structure their property decisions
in accordance with the equitable rules of married women's separate
estates despite their state's slow acceptance of chancery traditions? Second, are there any explanations for Massachusetts adopting married
women's acts at about the same time as most other states, despite the Bay
13 For example, an 1818 act provided for jurisdiction over trusts in Massachusetts courts. Act of

14
15

16

17
18

Feb. 10, 1818, Ch. LXXXVII, 1818 Mass. Acts 486. This statute could have been construed
to sanction married women's separate estates. But judicial decisions quickly prevented the
statute from having this broad effect. See, e.g., Dwight v. Pomeroy, 17 Mass. 303 (1821); East
Sudbury v. Belknap, 18 Mass. (1 Pick.) 512 (1823); Jones v. Boston Mill Corp., 21 Mass. (4
Pick.) 507 (1827); Manning v. Fifth Parish in Gloucester, 23 Mass. (6 Pick.) 6 (1827). See also
Curran, supra note 12, at 275-79.
The first statutory provision for recording trusts appeared in the codification of 1835 Mass.
Rev. Laws, ch. 59, § 32, at 408 (1836).
Act of Mar. 3, 1842, ch. 74, 1842 Mass. Acts 527; Act of Mar. 25, 1845, ch. 208, 1845 Mass.
Acts 531. As this paper later suggests, judicial approval of the married women's separate
estate in Massachusetts began in the 1830s.
Act of May 5, 1855, ch. 304, 1855 Mass. Acts 710. In fact, this act was quite influential,
giving Massachusetts a leadership role in property reform before the Civil War.
See Chused, Married Women's Law, supra note 2, at 1404-09.
Act of Feb. 18, 1833, ch. XL, 1833 Mass. Acts 547.

19 Act of Nov. 21, 1787, ch. XVII, 1787 Mass. Acts 665; Act of Feb. 28, 1811, ch. CXIX, 1811
Mass. Acts 369; Act of Mar. 16, 1833, ch. CXXVII, 1833 Mass. Acts 693.
20 See Brown v. Maine Bank, 11 Mass. 153, 157 (1814); Gibson v. Gibson, 15 Mass. 106 (1818).
In addition to the reforms noted in the text, English methods of transferring real property
owned by women were largely abandoned before the Revolutionary War. The movement
from use of fine and recovery to deeds is described in Thatcher v. Omans, 4 Dane's Abr. 257,
20 Mass. 521 (1792).
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State's hostility to equity? The failure of Massachusetts to require the
systematic recording of trust deeds forced reliance on other legal instruments. Wills became the object of study.2
Using data in wills to study the family economy presents certain
methodological problems. Though they contain a great deal of information on attitudes about the disposition of family wealth, they describe the
behavior of a limited class of individuals. Most people dying between
1800 and 1850 departed without either a great deal of property or a will.
In addition, a will describes a very narrow slice of all the property dispositions made during a person's life. Many wills dispose of only a segment
of the property that is ever owned by the testators. Finally, people who
wrote wills may have been wealthier than their peers.22
Nevertheless, some significant conclusions may be drawn cautiously
from this work. Even though the behavior of testators may not be easily
generalized to the public at large, significant changes in patterns of testamentary disposition may indicate that important shifts in the economy of
families were occurring. The data suggest that despite the lack of clear
chancery jurisdiction over separate estates in Massachusetts during much
of the study period, the use of language similar to that normally used to
establish married women's separate estates increased in wills probated
between 1800 and 1850. In addition, by 1850 widows were more likely to
be the primary beneficiaries of their deceased husbands' wills. Sons, on
the other hand, had lost a significant share of their preferred status.
Widows were also granted greater management authority over assets left
to them. Additionally, they were less likely to be removed as custodians
21

22

I read 157 wills probated by men and women between 1800 and 1850 in Dukes County, Massachusetts. I also took a sample of property tax records from the towns of Tisbury and Edgartown. Tisbury records were available from 1828, and I used the data for 1828, 1839 and 1850.
Edgartown records were available for the entire study period. My sample included 1800,
1817, 1832, 1840 and 1851.
While modem writers routinely assume that will-writers are wealthier than non-will writers,
the data available here is somewhat ambiguous. For those will-writers whose taxpaying data
could be located in the property tax records surveyed, there is some indication that will-writers early in the century were better off than average taxpayers, but the difference lessened
significantly by mid-century. This data, of course, says nothing about persons who were not
on the tax roles. Using Table 17, infra accompanying note 121, as a base for all male taxpayers (there is not enough data on females), compare the following information.
TAXES PAID BY MALE TESTATORS
1800-1809
1820-1829
1840-1850

$1.36
(11)
$5.04
(11)
$8.96
(25)

The first decade of taxpaying testators paid about twice as much as early Edgartown taxpayers. However, the later taxpaying testators did not pay significantly larger amounts from later
taxpayers in Edgartown and Tisbury.
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of property if they remarried. These and other findings suggest that if
chancery documents had been routinely recorded in Dukes County, one
probably would have found an increase in the use of the married
woman's separate estate during the period just before the enactment of
Massachusetts' married women's property legislation.
The shifts that occurred in the distribution of wealth among various
family members, particularly the shift in transfers from sons to widows,
confirm that women in some families were becoming more important as
custodians of property and taking on more significant roles in family
financial matters. The data also suggest that these changes occurred in
the disposition of family wealth among middle class, not just wealthy,
people. Most of the estates in the sample were not very large. The male
testators were mostly farmers, artisans and merchants. This research
indicates that when nineteenth century legislators passed married
women's property acts, they were reaffirming the legality of what a significant number of people were already doing.
However, the data in this study must be interpreted cautiously.
Changes in family organization rarely, if ever, have occurred in monolithic fashion. Indeed, a solid core of "traditional" behavior remained in
mid-nineteenth century Massachusetts. A substantial number of men
still designated their sons as primary beneficiaries and gave their wives
small and very limited inheritances. The entrance of women into the
world of property ownership and control was surely a haphazard process.2 3 In addition, there is no indication that the changes noted here
had any noticeable impact on the proportion of wealth owned by women
in Dukes County.
The findings of this study are generally consistent with what we
know about the relationship between changes in the early nineteenth century American family, particularly in eastern New England, and legal
reforms in the status of married women. 24 Agriculture no longer provided all rural family members with occupations and increasing numbers
of children were leaving their fathers' households to pursue their life's
work.25 Children became less valuable as economic partners on the fain23

24

25

The constant tendency to label historical developments as progress or decline, better or worse,
has created models of women's history with enormous flaws. For example, in S. LEBSOCK,
supra note 2, Suzanne Lebsock constantly reminds us of the need to refrain from making
normative judgments in research on wills. When writing of the trends in men's wills, Lebsock
notes that "It]here remains a question of emphasis. The terms of the wills did undergo some
changes, but there was considerable continuity as well, and it is not immediately obvious
which deserves the greater attention." Id. at 45. Lebsock emphasizes that researchers explore
the ambiguities, conflicts, variations and nuances of any historical moment.
A number of good studies on New England women of the early nineteenth century are now
appearing. Among the most worthwhile are N. Corr, THE BONDS OF WOMANHOOD:
"WOMEN'S SPHERE" IN NEW ENGLAND, 1780-1835 (1977); M. RYAN, supra note 2.
Although Ryan's book is not directly about New England women, many of her conclusions
are related to the Puritan heritage of the settlers in Oneida County.
Continued splitting of farms among sons became more difficult as population density
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ily farm or as apprentices to others. They had to be prepared for other
roles and women took on more of the responsibility for that preparation.
More wives, rather than eldest sons, became responsible for weaving the
fabric which held the generations together, both by educating children
for their future duties away from home and by maintaining the home as a
daily or yearly way-station for husbands and children gone elsewhere to
live and work. Under such circumstances, it is not surprising to find that
more women were permitted to control the disposition of both their own
and their husbands' resources. There is little doubt that many (though
certainly not all) nineteenth century women found their domestic roles
changing. This study confirms the logical hypothesis that small cultural
shifts, demonstrated both in public law and private behavior, normally
precede widespread adoption of significant statutory reforms.
My description of the relationship between changes in private
behavior and statutory enactments in Massachusetts proceeds in three
parts. The first section describes the Massachusetts case and statutory
law, focusing particularly on the interplay between married women's
property law and the development of a chancery court system in the
state. Part II develops the data portion of the study, revealing the relationship between the legal status of women and the habits of at least one
segment of Massachusetts society. Part III attempts to place the results
of this study in the context of the now proliferating work on women and
their status as owners of assets.
I.

MASSACHUSETTS

LAW ON EQUITY AND MARRIED WOMEN'S

PROPERTY BETWEEN 1800 AND 1850

When the nineteenth century opened, common law restrictions on
the civil status of married women were in almost unabated operation in
Massachusetts. In addition to the inability of women to retain control
over their real property and ownership of their personal property after
marriage, married women could not enter into agreements with their
husbands, contract with parties outside their marriages, or sue or be sued
in their own names on any matters. 26 While it was theoretically possible
for women to enter into antenuptial agreements protecting their property
increased. In addition, development of factory production, increases in farm productivity creating a surplus labor supply, growth of towns, and the opening of the frontier all caused
children to leave their homes.
26 The most traditional statement of the common law coverture rules may be found in BLACKSTONE'S COMMENTARIES, ch. XV, at 441-45, originally published in England in 1765. The
most important and frequently used early American edition of the treatise was edited by Professor St. George Tucker of William and Mary Law School in 1803. "By marriage," Blackstone wrote, "the husband and wife are one person in law: that is, the very being or legal
existence of the woman is suspended during the marriage, or at least is incorporated and
consolidated into that of the husband: under whose wing, protection, and cover, she performs
everything; and is therefore called in our law-french a femme-covert, . . . and her condition
during her marriage is called her coverture." Id. at 441.
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from management and control of future husbands and granting them
control over disposition of their property, Massachusetts lacked a judicial forum in which the legality of such agreements could be confirmed.
Though common law coverture rules were widely observed in Massachusetts at the turn of the nineteenth century, the Revolutionary War
itself had some impact on women.2 7 At least two chinks were struck in
the armor of common law coverture rules before 1800. In 1786, Massachusetts, like many of its sister states,28 enacted a statute29 permitting
complete divorce for incest, bigamy, impotency and adultery, and
divorce from bed and board for extreme cruelty.3" In addition, the statute provided for the restoration to women of property they brought to
the marriage and procedures to discover the ways in which husbands
disposed of real and personal property brought to the marriage by their
ex-spouses.3 1
Related legislation was adopted the following year granting married
women abandoned by their husbands the right to undertake transactions
as if they were single women, at least until their husbands returned.3 2
Both the divorce and the abandoned women statutes reflected some of
the economic changes affecting Massachusetts. Alterations in labor markets, the opening of western lands, and the inability of some young men
to continue to work a portion of the family farm led to a growing number
33
of single and abandoned women in the settled areas of the state.
But despite these new statutes, the basic content of the common law
coverture rules remained very much in force. Moreover, the ameliorative
effects of equity had not gained a strong foothold in Massachusetts.
Antipathy to establishing courts traditionally allied with the English
27

See M.

NORTON, LIBERTY'S DAUGHTERS:

CAN WOMEN,

1750-1800 (1980); L.

THE REVOLUTIONARY EXPERIENCE OF AMERI-

KERBER, WOMEN OF THE REPUBLIC: INTELLECT AND

IDEOLOGY IN REVOLUTIONARY AMERICA (1980). Both authors suggest that the Revolution-

28

29

30
31

32
33

ary War changed women's roles slightly. However, there was general recognition that women
played a useful role in supporting the war effort. Women themselves recognized that they had
made important contributions by working in war support groups and vocalizing their grievances against the British.
See L. FRIEDMAN, A HISTORY OF AMERICAN LAW 181-84 (1973).
Act of Mar. 16, 1786, The Laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, from November 28,
1780 to February 28, 1807, at 301-03 (1807). Divorce, particularly from bed and board, had a
long history in Massachusetts prior to 1786. See Cott, Divorce and the ChangingStatus of
Women in Eighteenth-Century Massachusetts, 33 WM. & MARY Q. 586 (1976).
Those divorced a mensa et thoro (from bed and board) could live apart from one another but
not remarry. Complete divorce, or divorce a vinculo (from the chains of marriage), allowed
remarriage.
These provisions were a bit complex, because the outcome differed depending on the grounds
for the divorce, the presence of children, and the party at fault. Men, for example, retained
management rights if the wife committed adultery; women, on the other hand, retained dower
if the husband was the adulterer. But on the whole, the statute had the effedt of restoring
women's assets.
Act of Nov. 21, 1787, ch. XVII, 1787 Mass. Acts 665.
In some areas of Massachusetts there was a surplus of women in the eighteenth century, leading to an increase in the number of widows as well as to an increase in the presence of single
women. See Keyssar, Widowhood in Eighteenth-Century Massachusetts: A Problem in the
History of the Family, 8 PERSP. AM. HIST. 83 (1974).
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Crown and to the lengthy and convoluted procedures normally attached
to chancery jurisdiction in England delayed establishment of a fullfledged equity court in Massachusetts until 1857. 34 Although it is quite
likely that some antenuptial agreements or other documents attempting
to establish married women's separate estates were signed in small numbers by wealthier segments of Massachusetts society, 35 there was no generally recognized technique or forum for enforcing the estates. The 1780
Constitution of Massachusetts contained no provision to establish an
equity court. The state legislature declined to fill the void, although a
new legislator, Joseph Story, pushed for action between 1808 and 1810.36
Some lawyers and judges recognized that the failure to adopt equity
placed significant obstacles in the way of establishing a modern system of
property law, particularly in the ability to use trusts. 37 However, public
hostility to equity made it impossible to create sweeping chancery powers
in the courts.3 8
The successful use of equitable separate estates was therefore unpredictable at the turn of the century. Although there is some evidence that
the courts struggled to find common law remedies in cases normally handled at equity, clients of the court system could not be sure how their
family transactions would be handled if a serious dispute arose. On several occasions early nineteenth century courts dealing with the authority
of women to control their property managed to find ways to fulfill the
apparent intentions of the parties. A wife was permitted to transfer her
34 See Curran, supra note 12.
35 The existence of some legal formbooks and other materials in Massachusetts around the turn
of the century suggests that a segment of the population knew of equitable remedies available
to ease the harsh aspects of the traditional coverture rules. Some of the formbooks are cited
supra note 11. The extent to which documents were actually drafted in efforts to use the rules
is unknown.
36 Curran, supra note 12, at 274.
37 See J. SULLIVAN, THE HISTORY OF LAND TITLES IN MASSACHUSETTS (1801). Sullivan was
governor of Massachusetts and also one of the justices on the first Supreme Court of Massachusetts. His concerns stemmed from legal disputes that had already come before the courts.
For example, in Thatcher v. Omans, 4 Dane's Abr. 257 (1792), the court struggled with a
Statute of Uses question, noting the difficulties created by the lack of an equity court. The
case was republished in 20 Mass. 521. See also Newhall v. Wheeler, 7 Mass. 189 (1810). In
Newhall the Court noted that there was no tribunal with the ability to specifically enforce
trusts, and that beneficiaries of intended trusts were relegated to an implied contract action for
damages against a trustee violating the terms of the trust instrument. The courts were clearly
struggling to provide some means of permitting trusts to operate, but not without noting the
"very inconvenient" nature of the remedies. Id. at 198. The difficulty is particularly ironic in
light of the implicit recognition of trusts contained in 1784 legislation providing that land
trusts had to be in writing to be effectual. Act of Mar. 10, 1784, ch. XIII, 1784 Mass. Acts 71.
38 A number of nineteenth century authors have noted the depth of the hostility to equity. See,
e.g., Curran, supra note 12, at 272-79; B.L. OLIVER, FORMS IN CHANCERY, ADMIRALTY,
AND AT COMMON LAW; ADAPTED TO THE PRACTICE OF THE FEDERAL AND STATE COURTS
(1842). Curran explains that opposition arose because of antipathy to the Crown, Puritan
objections to discovery procedures, cumbersome rules and scandal in English chancery courts.
J. STORY, supra note 11, in the opening chapter of his commentaries on equity jurisprudence,
at 1-37, tried to counter this opposition to equity courts in Massachusetts and other locations.
He, too, noted the slow development of chancery in other areas of the country. Id. at 62-66.
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property to a "trustee" for the use of both the husband and wife, 3 9 an
antenuptial agreement establishing a separate estate was enforced," and
a wife was said to have the authority to convey her land upon her own
signature and her signature as attorney for her husband under a properly
drawn power.4" Legitimating the use of powers was certainly one way
for the courts to adjust to the lack of well-defined chancery standards for
the operation of the married woman's separate estate. 4 2 Decisions rendered during the second decade of the century also indicated some reluctance to apply the common law rules with full rigor. 43 But the lack of
specific chancery jurisdiction over trusts 4 created continued ambiguity
in the status of married women's property rights.
It was not until the middle of the century that a viable system of
equitable rules became available to married women. These changes were,
in part, related to national trends. Widespread movements to merge law
and equity, reform cumbersome equity procedures 4 and codify all
existing legal norms 46 created pressure in Massachusetts to adopt both a
39 Thatcher v. Omans, 4 Dane's Abr. 257, 20 Mass. 521 (1792). The "trust" was said to have
been executed by the Statute of Uses, leaving legal title in the husband and wife. This, of
course, meant that the husband had management and control over the assets.
40 Hale v. Grout, an 1803 case noted in Brown v. Maine Bank, II Mass. 153, 157 n.1 (1814). A
later case also indicated that antenuptial agreements were enforceable. Gibson v. Gibson, 15
Mass. 106 (1818).
41 Fowler v. Shearer, 7 Mass. 14 (1810).
42 Data presented infra accompanying notes 125-37 support the notion that some used powers as
a substitute for married women's separate estates. See infra text accompanying notes 92-93.
There is at least one other use of a power to substitute for a separate estate turned up in the
Massachusetts case books. In Whitten v. Whitten, 57 Mass. (3 Cush.) 191 (1849), a wife was
given an extremely broad power from her husband, one that gave her almost total control over
the household economy. In fact, it even gave her power to set aside property in a separate
estate for herself. The legality of such use of powers was never tested, although Whitten raised
some related questions. Perhaps not coincidentally, the Whitten power was drafted only one
year after the Massachusetts courts approved use of powers between husband and wife in
Fowler v. Shearer, 7 Mass. 14 (1810).
43 See, e.g., Stanwood v. Stanwood, 17 Mass. 57 (1820); Draper v. Jackson, 16 Mass. 480 (1820);
Gregory v. Paul, 15 Mass. 31 (1818). All three of these cases involved, in part, the issue of
whether a husband had reduced his wife's personal property to his possession. There is nothing unusual about finding no such reduction in cases like these, but the opinions are peppered
with statements indicating the unfairness in situations where the money used to purchase the
asset in dispute originally belonged to the wife.
44 Newhall v. Wheeler, 7 Mass. 189 (1810); Bridgen v. Cheever, 10 Mass. 450 (1813); Vose v.
Grant, 15 Mass. 505 (1819). In addition, there are a number of early cases demonstrating the
use of traditional coverture rules at law, particularly the doctrine that personal property of the
wife belongs to the husband when he reduces it to possession. Commonwealth v. Cullins, I
Mass. 116 (1804); Hill v. Davis, 4 Mass. 137 (1808); Shuttlesworth v. Noyes, 8 Mass. 229
(1811).
45 Curran, supra note 12, at 276-77, 283-84, writes at some length about the antipathy in Massachusetts to the procedures used in English chancery. He argues that there was particularly
strong opposition to the discovery rules, in part because of Puritan religious opposition.
16 This theme is fruitfully explored by Peggy Rabkin in her book, FATHERS TO DAUGHTERS:
THE LEGAL FOUNDATIONS OF FEMALE EMANCIPATION (1980). Rabkin traces the interplay

between the movements in New York to merge law and equity while codifying rules, on the
one hand, and to adopt women's reform legislation, on the other. See also C. COOK, THE
AMERICAN CODIFICATION MOVEMENT: STUDY OF ANTEBELLUM LEGAL REFORM (1981);
W. NELSON, AMERICANIZATION OF THE COMMON LAW: THE IMPACT OF LEGAL CHANGE

ON MASSACHUSETTS SOCIETY,

1760-1830 (1975);

Bloomfield, William Sampson and the
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full equity system and specific equitable rules extant in other
jurisdictions.4 7
Once Massachusetts began to reform married women's property
rules, it quickly became a leader in the movement. Although Massachusetts was hostile to the development of equity courts in the early part of
the century, it was quick to adopt significant changes in married
women's law. The first married women's act of 1842 was adopted at
about the same time as most other states' married women's property
acts. 48 However, the 1855 act was quite far-reaching for its time.4 9 By
mid-century, Massachusetts was a significant seat of activity for women
urging the abolition of slavery, reform in women's property law, creation
of public schools and a number of other reforms.5" Those supporting
aggressive change for women saw the roadblocks created by Massachusetts' conservative, common law-bound judicial system and promoted its
change.
The first significant legislative event in the history of married
women's property reform in Massachusetts occurred in 1818. The Massachusetts legislature enacted a statute purporting to give the Supreme
Judicial Court jurisdiction over "all cases of trust arising under deeds,
wills, or in the settlement of estates, and all cases of contract in writing,
where a party claims the specific performance of the same, and in which
there may not be a plain, adequate, and complete remedy at law.""1 By
creating jurisdiction in the courts to enforce trusts, this legislation certainly removed some uncertainties about the enforceability of married
women's separate estates. Judicial actions,52 however, narrowly limited
the scope of authority to establish married women's separate estates and
to define the power a woman benefiting from such a trust could exercise.
In particular, the English precedents permitting the establishment of
such an estate without the intervention of a trustee left the Massachusetts
courts free to conclude that any trustee-less separate estate was not really

47

48

49

50
51
52

Codifiers: The Roots of American Legal Reform, 1820-1830, 11 AM. J. LEGAL HIST. 234
(1967).
Perhaps the best example of this process is Joseph Story's COMMENTARIES ON EQUITY JURISPRUDENCE, published in 1836, supra note 11. The treatise drew indiscriminately on English
and American cases to develop a national schema for the implementation of equity.
A number of factors caused the widespread adoption of married women's acts between 1835
and 1850, including the onset of the Panic of 1837. All the early married women's acts,
including Massachusetts' 1845 statute, contained clauses exempting married women's separate
property from attachment by creditors of husbands, a result much favored by families in economic difficulty. See Chused, Married Women's Law, supra note 2, at 1400-04.
Act of May 5, 1855, ch. 304, 1855 Mass. Acts 710. The legislation, among other things,
guaranteed married women the right to profits from their property, to sue and be sued, to
make a will, and to carry on a trade or business and retain the profits as separate property.
See K. Melder, The Beginnings of the Women's Rights Movement in the United States, 18001840 (1965) (unpublished thesis, Yale University).
Act of Feb. 10, 1818, ch. LXXXVII, 1818 Mass. Acts 486.
This story, and the role in it of Chief Justice Isaac Parker, is told well by Curran, supra note
12, at 272-79.
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a trust within the meaning of the 1818 jurisdictional statute. 53
There is some evidence that the legislature, as well as the courts,
wished to affirm the legality of separate estates, but only when trustees
were used to manage them. In 1825, Massachusetts adopted an intriguing statute permitting the courts to appoint a trustee to take and manage
the property on behalf of the "wife" whenever they had the authority to
assign to a woman in a divorce proceeding any of the personal property
she brought to her marriage.5 4 Presumably the legislature was most concerned about the status of women divorced from bed and board, not from
the bonds of matrimony. Such women could not remarry, and were still
technically "wives." This combination left them without the support of a
husband, unless the husband was ordered to and regularly paid support,
and without legal authority to manage either their own property or a
business. Particularly for propertied women whose husbands had left the
state, the statute provided a modicum of economic relief.
The obstacles encountered by individuals attempting to create separate estates without use of trustees is illustrated by Commonwealth v.
Manley.5" In Manley, the court held that a cash inheritance given in
non-trust form to a daughter "for her separate use" was the property of
her husband immediately upon her receipt of it. Though the intention of
the parties was clearly to set property aside for the wife, their wishes
were frustrated by a failure to designate a trustee to hold the assets.5 6
The outcome in Manley contrasts dramatically with that in Newburyport Bank v. Stone.57 The Stone court reaffirmed the validity of antenuptial trust agreements 58 while making it clear that trustee-headed
53 For example, in one case, East Sudbury v. Belknap, 18 Mass. (1 Pick.) 512 (1823), involving
the enforcement of a trust, Justice Parker wrote: "There can be no doubt, we think, that...
we have, by virtue of the statute (of 1818] .... jurisdiction over the subject... ; for it is a trust
created by will, which is expressly committed to this Court by that statute, and there is not a

54

55

56

57
58

perfect remedy at law .. " Id.at 520. Elsewhere in the opinion Parker remarks that the case
involved "one of the few subjects distinctly committed to the chancery jurisdiction of the
Court." Id. at 517. The court's unwillingness to read the enabling provisions of the jurisdictional statute broadly, together with the imposition of a very strict standard of inadequacy of
remedies at law, made it unlikely that many cases of married women's separate estates would
be heard in the Massachusetts courts. Other cases narrowly interpreting these provisions
include Manning v. Fifth Parish in Gloucester, 23 Mass. (6 Pick.) 6 (1827) and Dwight v.
Pomeroy, 17 Mass. 303 (1821).
Act of Feb. 26, 1825, ch. CXXXVIII, 1825 Mass. Acts 619. Prior to the adoption of this
statute, there had been some liberalization in Massachusetts divorce law. Act of Feb. 28,
1811, ch. CXIX, 1811 Mass. Acts 369 (bed and board divorce when a husband deserts or
cruelly neglects a wife).
29 Mass. (12 Pick.) 172 (1831). This case must be treated cautiously. It involved criminal
prosecution for defrauding a married woman of her separate property. While it is remarkable
that such a case was brought at all, it is not surprising that the court was reluctant to convict.
The court provided no rationale for its decision except the oft-repeated nostrum that personal
property of a wife became the husband's upon its reduction to possession. To preserve the
asset separately was viewed as an attempt to deprive one's husband of his rightful entitlement.
30 Mass. (13 Pick.) 420 (1832).
Just before Manley was decided, the Massachusetts Supreme Court agreed to appoint a new
trustee for separate estate trusts created in antenuptial agreements. Hildreth v. Eliot, 25 Mass.
(8 Pick.) 293 (1829). In Hildreth the deceased trustee was the father of the beneficiary.
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separate estates were enforceable. In this case an antenuptial trust agreement provided that Mary Perkins, after her marriage, would have the
authority to write a document in the nature of a will to dispose of up to
$8000," 9 the value of property she brought to the marriage, even though
this property became her husband's under traditional coverture rules.
Upon her death, this agreement was enforced. Richard Stone, the taker
designated by Mary Perkins, received the $8000 rather than the creditors
of her heavily-indebted husband.
In addition to strict construction of legislative grants of equity jurisdiction and invalidation of non-trust separate estates, the courts carefully
reviewed the authority given to married women in trusts. Two cases
illustrate the risks attached to use of vague descriptions of the control
over separate estate property granted to married women in trusts.
In the first case, Keith v. Woombell, ° a bond was executed by Babcock guaranteeing the conveyance of land to Ann Woombell should she
and her husband pay all money owing under a note Ann and her husband, Joseph Woombell, executed to Babcock. Keith, an assignee of the
bond from Joseph Woombell, sued to obtain possession of the bond from
Ann Woombell. The defendant claimed that she had no duty to turn
over the bond, because she and her husband had a post-nuptial agreement that all her earnings would be her sole and separate property, and
because the guaranteed land was being purchased with her funds. The
court doubted the existence of the post-nuptial agreement; only the testimony of Ann Woombell supported it. But even assuming it existed, the
court declared it was an unequal bargain and fraudulent as against creditors. The defendant's husband "ought not," the court said, "be bound
down by a contract thus obtained, to keep himself in utter poverty for the
sake of building up an estate for his wife.",6 1 Evidence of the couple's
intention to permit such unusual power in a wife had to be "very imposing" indeed.62
Six years later the court enforced a separate estate under very different circumstances and gave some indication that judicial attitudes
toward women's property rights were changing. In Ayer v. Ayer,6 3 the
plaintiff's mother conveyed real estate worth $4000 to a trustee "to have
and to hold to him, his heirs, executors and administrators, in trust and
59 Married women were not able to write wills until the 1842 married women's act. Even then
they were able to do so only with the permission of their husbands. The device used in Stone
served as a substitute for testation. A similar device appeared with increasing frequency in
Maryland between 1800 and 1850. See Chused, Married Women's Law, supra note 2, at 1378-

81.
60 25 Mass. (8 Pick.) 211 (1829).
61 Id. at 216. This outcome is also consistent with the common law notion that a married
woman could not enter into a contract with her husband. The marriage being one entity,
marital contracts were nothing more than declarations of a single legal unit. Antenuptial
contracts, in contrast, were agreements between two independent souls.
62 Id. at 212.
63 33 Mass. (16 Pick.) 327 (1835).
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for the sole use and benefit of Harriet Ayer during her natural life."
When the plaintiff separated from her husband, the defendant, she complained that her husband and the trustee refused to give her possession of
the house in accordance with the provisions of her mother's trust. The
court found that the language of the deed was adequate to establish an
intention on the part of the settlor to create a trust for the use of her
daughter, that the breakdown of the marriage removed the husband's
right to manage the assets, and that the court had jurisdiction to enforce
the trust. Before ordering the trust enforced, however, the court noted
that the husband was at fault in the breakdown of the marriage and
retained the right, acting as an equity court, to decline enforcement of
separate estate trusts where the misconduct of the wife created the need
for judicial intervention.
It is important to note that the trust involved in Ayer did not give
the wife any specific management rights over her property. The issue of
control would not have arisen but for the failure of the marriage.
Because the wife was justified in leaving her husband, she could demand
recognition of her management right by the trustee. The case is therefore
somewhat narrow in its result. 6' Nonetheless, two aspects of the case
suggest that judicial attitudes toward women holding separate property
were beginning to change. First, the court, in dicta, indicated its awareness and approval of English precedents permitting separate estates to be
established without the designation of a trustee. "It seems to be now
settled in England," the court wrote, "although formerly doubted, that a
court of equity will supply the want of trustees by the gift or devise, and
make the husband trustee."' 65 Secondly, at the time the case was decided
the parties were still married. The court was not using its authority to
restore property to a woman in a divorce proceeding. Rather they were
ousting a husband, albeit a disfavored one, from control he would otherwise have held over his wife's assets.6 6
64 While the courts were shaping a narrowly drawn doctrine of married women's separate
estates, little change occurred in the underlying structure of the Massachusetts court system.
While the legislature granted some new chancery authority to the courts, there was nothing in
this legislation which altered the status of married women's separate estates. Legislation
adding to the equity powers of the courts was approved in 1824. Act of Feb. 21, 1824, ch.
CXL, 1824 Mass. Acts 399 (replevin, disputes between partners, joint tenants and tenants in
common). The legislature adopted three other acts by 1830 which changed procedural operation of the courts sitting in equity. Act of Mar. 5, 1827, ch. CIX, 1827 Mass. Acts 495; Act of
Feb. 20, 1829, ch. LX, 1829 Mass. Acts 92; Act of Mar. 12, 1830, ch. CXXI, 1830 Mass. Acts
473.
65 33 Mass. (16 Pick.) at 332. Stating this in modem English, the court wrote, "It seems to be
settled in English courts of equity that a husband will be named as the trustee of a separate
estate created without a named trustee."
66 Another interesting indication of social and legal change was an 1829 statute which provided
that a woman divorced from bed and board could obtain the restoration of property she
brought to the marriage. Act of Feb. 18, 1829, ch. LV, 1829 Mass. Acts 83, An 1827 court
decision construing the 1786 divorce statute to the contrary was entirely reversed by the legislation. Dean v. Richmond, 22 Mass. (5 Pick.) 461 (1827).
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That Ayer was a harbinger of reform in married women's law is
given some credence by the legislative changes made during the decade
after the decision was rendered.6 7 First, the legislature passed a statute
in 1842 giving a married woman the right to draft a will to dispose of
property "held in her own right, and separate from that of her husband,"
provided that the will could not disturb "the rights of the husband to and
in any such property" and that the husband gave his assent in writing to
the will.68 This extremely narrow act was followed in 1844 by a statute
providing that the proceeds of an insurance policy would inure to a married woman as separate property and that the court could appoint a
69
trustee to administer such funds for the benefit of the widow.
In between the passage of these two statutes, the Massachusetts
Supreme Court contributed to this modest liberalization of married
women's rights. In Smith v. Wells, the court held that a married
woman's separate estate could be created without a trustee.7" A son
willed property to his mother, who was separated from her drunkard
husband, "to hold the same to her and her heirs and assigns, to be for the
sole use of herself, her heirs, executors, administrators and assigns."'"
No trust was set up. An attack by the husband and his creditors on the
separate estate was brushed aside in a short but important opinion
affirming that "sole use" language was sufficient to establish the estate.72
The court did not cite any relevant American precedents or statutes to
73
support its result.
In 1845, almost immediately after the Smith decision was rendered,
67 There were some statutory changes before 1835, although widows were the primary object of
legislative concern. Statutes permitted married women to join with the guardians of their non
compos husbands to sell real estate, Act of Feb. 21, 1824, ch. CXLVI, 1824 Mass. Acts 406;
permitting married women owning property to sue for partition when their husbands were non
compos, Act of Feb. 21, 1831, ch. LIV, 1831 Mass. Acts 569; authorizing the payment of
money owed to absconding husbands to the remaining wife, Act of Mar. 16, 1833, ch.
CXXVII, 1833 Mass. Acts 693; permitting a widow to waive her husband's will and take her
intestate share of the personal estate, Act of Feb. 18, 1833, ch. XL, 1833 Mass. Acts 547; and
permitting an equity court to make such orders as it deemed fair when property owned by a
married woman was condemned, Act of April 8, 1835, ch. CXLVI, 1835 Mass. Acts 529. For
another history of widows' shares in estates, see Keyssar, supra note 33.
68 Act of Mar. 3, 1842, ch. 74, 1842 Mass. Acts 527. The provision preserving a husband's rights
in the devised property referred to his ownership interests in personal property reduced to his
possession and to his right to a life estate in real property if the couple had children. In
essence this statute extended to real property the rule that had long applied to personal property. In regard to personal property, a husband had to reduce his wife's assets to his possession in order to claim his common law rights. If he never did so, or explicitly renounced his
interest in doing so, his wife could dispose of those assets. However, no transfer of real property could occur without the intervention of the husband. For a further discussion of this
matter see J. PRESCOTT, A DIGEST OF THE PROBATE LAWS OF MASSACHUSETTS (1824).
69 Act of Mar. 11, 1844, ch. 82, 1844 Mass. Acts 192. This act became a model for the sections

of the 1845 married women's act permitting a married woman with separate property to apply
to a court for appointment of a trustee to manage the assets.
70 Smith v. Wells, 48 Mass. (7 Met.) 240 (1843).
71 Id. at 240.
72 Id. at 242-43.
73 Id. at 242.
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the legislature adopted Massachusetts' first significant married women's
act.7 4 The statute reaffirmed the validity of antenuptial contracts, and
codified the case law permitting married women to hold property without the intervention of a trustee "to her sole and separate use, free from
the interference and control of her husband." 75 It also granted married
women the rights to sue and be sued, to contract in regard to their separate property, and permitted a married woman owning separate property to petition a court to appoint a trustee to hold the assets for her
benefit.7 6
Although the first decision construing the statute must have caused
anxiety among those favoring the expansion of women's rights,7 7 the
Massachusetts courts eventually reaffirmed the pre-act decisions recognizing married women's dispositional authority over separate property,
even when the instrument giving rise to the estate was general in its
terms. In 1854 the Massachusetts Supreme Court permitted a married
woman to convey her real estate even though the instrument under
which she took title did not expressly grant her any control over her
property. The simple format "to her sole and separate use" was sufficient
to establish her dispositional prerogatives, albeit subject to her husband's
curtesy. 7 8 Section five of the 1845 act, 79 the court noted, "is broad and
comprehensive, giving to a married woman, holding property by this tenure, the same rights and powers, and entitling her to the same remedies
at law and in equity, in relation to such property, as if she were unmarried." 8 Only three years later, Massachusetts courts were granted full
equity jurisdiction.8 t
74 Act of Mar. 25, 1845, ch. 208, 1845 Mass. Acts 531.
75 Id. at 531.

Id. at 532.
77 In Beach v. Manchester, 56 Mass. (2 Cush.) 72 (1848), a separate trust established under the
1845 act at the request of a married woman did not expressly provide her with authority to
dispose of the property through a will. When she later attempted to dispose of this property
through a will and was challenged, the court applied the old law requiring express description
of a married woman's authority in a trust. The court refused to use the new 1845 act as a basis
for her authority to write a will. This last result is not surprising, given the 1842 act which
limited married women's will-writing authority. But the language used to reach this holding
initiated extremely narrow construction of section 5 of the 1845 act.
Another important case was Morse v. Thompson, 58 Mass. (4 Cush.) 562 (1849). Here
the court held that the 1842 Will Act did not permit a married woman to will real estate to her
husband. This result was quickly reversed by the legislature. Act of April 15, 1850, ch. 200,
1850 Mass. Acts 403. Perhaps the speed of the legislative response led to more favorable court
rulings on the scope of the 1845 legislation.
78 Beal v. Warren, 68 Mass. (2 Gray) 447 (1854). Curtesy, which provided husbands with the
right to manage their wives' property, would be waived only if the husband also signed the
deed of conveyance. Thus even this decision did not permit married women to manage their
property on a daily basis. Nonetheless it was a significant development that women obtained
the right to sell their property without explicit bestowal of such power in the conveying
documents.
79 Act of Mar. 25, 1845, ch. 208, 1845 Mass. Acts 532. This section granted management and
contractual authority over her property to a married woman "as if she were unmarried."
80 Beal v. Warren, 68 Mass. (2 Gray) 447, 458 (1854).
81 Act of May 23, 1857, ch. 214, 1857 Mass. Acts 548. The adoption of this statute did not end
76
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As this historical overview indicates, early nineteenth century
attempts to repose management or dispositional authority over real or
personal property in married women faced significant drafting obstacles.
Until the late 1830s, such gifts or conveyances had to be carefully created
within powers of attorney or trusts. Even though significant changes in
the law of marital estates occurred between 1800 and 1850, it was not
until very late in this period that a married woman's separate estate
emerged as a clearly enforceable and easily created property holding
device.
Despite the difficulties involved in providing married women with
legal authority over family assets, some early nineteenth century couples
wished to alter the family organization presumptively established by generally accepted legal norms. To the extent that the courts and legislature
accommodated non-traditional forms of family governance, room was
left open for the establishment of new cultural norms. Indeed, one would
expect that such new forms would emerge and eventually mature into
part of the generally accepted legal fabric.
II.

THE WILL STUDY: PERSONAL PREFERENCES AMID A CHANGING
LEGAL LANDSCAPE

The sample of wills for this study was drawn from probate records
in the Dukes County Courthouse located in Edgartown, Massachusetts.
Dukes County, Massachusetts, was a thriving whaling community during the first half of the nineteenth century. As Edgartown grew into an
important commercial center, seafaring became the primary non-agricultural occupation of county citizens, and significant wealth found its way
into some local coffers. 82 This island community had a varied economic
disputes over the scope of equity in the state. The courts continued to narrowly pursue equitable relief by imposing a strict test of inadequacy of remedies at law. See Curran, supra note
12, at 287-92.
82 For a summary of Dukes County economic history, see J. Vantassel, The Economic Transition
of Martha's Vineyard (1974) (unpublished thesis, Tufts University). After the decline of the
whaling era, Martha's Vineyard experienced economic difficulties. Property tax data gathered
for this study also suggests that Edgartown was better off than other areas of the island. Variations in assessment practices make any conclusions very tentative. Nevertheless, examination
of this data reveals that the median assessment levels in Edgartown were significantly higher
than in Tisbury, a mostly rural town west of Edgartown.

Mean of the
Edgartown Valuations
1832
1840
1851

$1252
$1807
$1172

Mean of the
Tisbury Valuations
1828
1839
1850

$785
$476
$507

Economic activity also expanded during the first half of the nineteenth century on
Martha Vineyard's sister island, Nantucket. See E. Byers, The "Nation of Nantucket": Soci-
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base, however, with many residents engaged in agriculture. Transportation bottlenecks to the Massachusetts mainland required that residents
be largely self-sufficient.

A.

Study Description

The study sample includes all women's wills probated between 1800
and 1850, and all men's wills for the periods 1800 to 1809, 1820 to 1829
and 1840 to 1850.84 Because of the ambulatory quality of wills, the date
a will was submitted to probate, rather than the drafting date was
selected for analysis. Since a will may be altered any time before the
death of its author, the probate date is more likely to reflect the public
sentiment of the era.8 5 As Table 1 indicates, the number of women's
wills was fairly small. However, the overall distribution of the sample
provides large enough groupings to make possible some simple statistical
manipulations.8 6
ety and Politics in an Early American Commercial Center, 1660-1830, at 431-41 (1983)
(unpublished thesis, Brandeis University).
Although most of the 157 wills
'3 This diversity is reflected in the sample of wills for this study.
read did not state the vocation of the testator, 44 did. Of these, 26 were agricultural workers,
6 were artisans and 12 were either professionals or in the seafaring portions of the whaling
trade.
84 Copies of the data gathering forms and code sheets for this work are available from the author
at Georgetown University Law Center, 600 New Jersey Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C.
20001. Some preliminary information about this sample was discussed in Chused, Married
Women's Law, supra note 2, at 1364-65, 1372-84.
85 As it turned out, the wills probated later in the study period tended to be somewhat "older"
(drafted longer before death). Thirty-eight percent (8 out of 21) of the wills of married men
probated between 1800 and 1809 were more than one year old. For the 1820s the figure was
52% (16 of 31), and for the 1840s, 74% (23 of 31). Use of the drafting date would cause two
problems. First, the later end of the sample would contain mostly "young" wills, a quality
uncharacteristic of that period of study. Second, to the extent that young wills differed in their
attributes from old wills, the calculations would not be truly comparative of various portions
of the study period.
In any case, use of the probate date where wills get older only delays the time at which
cultural changes will appear in the data. But this effect is of no particular concern here
because the degree of such delay would be minor. However, this imposes an inherent conservatism upon any conclusions about trends reached in this study.
86 Most of the statistical calculations in this study involve cross tabulations. The most commonly used measure of significance for such data is the chi square test, described by the equa2
2
. N, where X is the test statistic on a table with df degrees of freedom, 4 is the
tion X(df)=
squared product-moment correlation between the variable defined by the rows in the table and2
table. If X
the variable defined by the columns, and N is the total size of the sample in the
and df are known, then the probability (p) that the results of the table can be ascribed to
chance can be tabulated. In the footnotes attached to the tables, the three major variables in
2
the test, X , df and p will be provided. In general, if p is less than .05, most social scientists are
willing to label the relationships displayed by the cross tabulation "significant." This means
that there is less than a five percent risk that the data displayed in the table result from chance.
The closer p gets to 1.00, the more likely it is that the cross tabulation displays an insignificant
pattern.
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TABLE 1: SAMPLE DISTRIBUTION OVER TIME8 7
Dates

Number of
Women's Wills

1800-1830

14

1831-1850

23

Totals

37

Dates

Number of
Men's Wills

1800-1809
1820-1829

37
39

1840-1850

41

117

Data tabulation focused on four primary issues. First, this study
tests the hypothesis that gradual judicial and legislative adoption of the
married women's separate estate reflected equally gradual development
of personal preferences about property ownership. Thus, I searched for
change in the language used to dispose of property to various sorts of
people. In particular, I wanted to see if testators began using separateestate language, or some substitute for it such as powers of attorney.
Second, I examined the interrelationship between the way property
was distributed to married women and other preferences about organizing the family economy. If married women were given assets in separate
estates more frequently later in the study period, we should also expect to
see other signals that wives were being treated more favorably as beneficiaries of family wealth. Data searches were therefore made for a variety
of other factors that might indicate dispositional preferences in drafting
wills-the identity of the primary beneficiary, the use of life estates, the
extent to which wives gained their thirds, 8 the use of restrictions in gifts
to wives requiring that the property be disgorged upon remarriage, and
other similar factors.
Third, calculations were made to discover the impact of increasing
grants to widows on other family members. It is possible, for example,
that favoritism toward wives meant that sons received less property from
their fathers. Indeed, changes in property dispositions may tell us much
about the sorts of changes that were occurring in nineteenth century
New England families.
Finally, a special effort was made to discover the degree of "traditional" behavior that continued during the study period. Changes in
family property disposition patterns are highly unlikely to affect every
87 The total sample size is 157. This table displays only 154 wills because two wills were missing
the date of probate and one was a joint will of a husband and a wife.
88 There is some evidence of a presence of a tradition of giving wives one third of the personal
and real estate. Dower frequently forced this type of distribution of real estate, and statutory
developments led to the same result for personal property in 1833. See supra note 67. In any
case, the data manipulation was designed to check upon the operation of the "thirds" custom
over time.
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married woman. It is just as important to know about the degree of
"old-fashioned" behavior as it is to discover the sources of change.
B.

The Development of the Married Woman's Separate Estate

Table 2 shows that use of separate estate language increased during
the first half of the nineteenth century.8 9

TABLE 2: USE OF SEPARATE ESTATE LANGUAGE

90

Wills With Separate
Est. Language

Wills Without Separate
Est. Language

Female/
1800-1830

0%
(0/14)

100%
(14/14)

Female/
1831-1850

17%
(4/23)

83%
(19/23)

Male/
1800-1809
Male/
1820-1829

0%
(0/37)
18%
(7/39)

100%
(37/37)
82%
(32/39)

Gender and
Time Period

Male/

22%

78%

1840-1850

(9/41)

(32/41)

However, this data must be interpreted cautiously. The typical phrasing
found in these wills called for property to be set aside for the "sole and
separate" use of a married woman. But because of the legal constraints
on separate estates until 1840, this language would not necessarily create
a separate estate. Nevertheless, this data may reveal as much about people's desires and hopes as it does about actual legal outcomes. 9 In addition, it is interesting to note that separate estate language did not appear
in any probated will until after the 1818 statute establishing court jurisdiction over trusts was adopted. 92 Although the cause and effect relationship between these facts remains obscure, the contemporaneity of the
89 This data shows wills with at least one bequest using separate estate language. Some wills
contained different bequests to married women, some with and others without such language.
90 In this table, the numbers upon which the percentages in the table are based are noted in
parenthesis. The chi square test is unreliable for tables displaying multiple cells with less than
five entries and low Ns. Fisher's Test, an analogous statistical measure for 2x2 tables yields
p=.134 for the female sample. This is above the level social scientists normally use as a
minimal indicator of significance. Statistically, the most that can be said given the small
sample size is that a trend is exposed requiring further testing. However, even a probability of
13.4% that the female data may be ascribed to chance is arguably significant enough in a
study like this one. This is particularly true if, as is the case here, the general trends are
supported by other findings in the study. For the male sample, X2 =8.84, df=2 and p=.012,
a significant result.
91 The probate records did not indicate as to whether separate estates were actually put into
effect.
92 Since I did not sample male wills during 1810-1819, the exact date on which separate estate
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events suggests that some fundamental shifts in family structure and governance emerged around 1820. 93
Increasing use of powers of attorney also may indicate changes in
property disposition habits. Some wills gave widows the authority to dispose of assets given to them for life, or for the period of their widowhood.9 4 The use of powers in this way is not a perfect substitute for
separate estates; the recipients of the powers were widows who were fully
capable of dealing with property as single women. Nonetheless, a gift to
a widow for life with a power to dispose of the asset provided women
with discretionary authority over the final recipient of the asset. It also
protected a widow's property from control by future husbands in a way
arguably more beneficial than even a fee simple grant bestowed. A husband could manage his wife's land if it was not set aside in a separate
estate, but could not control the exercise of her power. Thus, extension
of such management authority to surviving spouses may be an expression
of confidence in the ability of women to oversee the operation of the family economy after the death of the husband.95
Table 3 displays the data on use of such powers by husbands. There
was an increase in the number of wills of married men that contained at
least one bequest to a wife in the form of a life estate (or estate during
widowhood) with a power to dispose of some or all of the assets.
TABLE 3: USE OF POWERS IN WILLS OF MARRIED MEN9 6
Time Period

Wills With
Power Language

Wills Without
Power Language

0%
(0/23)
13%
(4/31)
22%

100%
(23/23)
87%
(27/31)
78%

(7/32)

(25/32)

1800-1809
1820-1829
1840-1850

A better measure of the use of separate estate-like devices may be
obtained if the data from Tables 2 and 3 are combined by tabulating
those situations in which a will used either separate estate language or a

93

language first appeared is unknown. It is fair, however, to say that court jurisdiction over
trusts and the use of separate estate language in the wills occurred at about the same time.
In part, the causality problem results from the ambiguity in the timing of data from wills.

Since the documents were drafted over a period of time prior to their effective dates, separate
estate language in fact began to appear before 1820.
94 These gifts would terminate if the widow remarried.
95 This assumes that use of powers was taking the place of the prior practice of limiting gifts to
life estates. The data fully supports this conclusion. The prevalence of gifts limited to the
lives
2 of wives declined during
57 the study period.

96 X =5.74, df=2 and p=.0 .
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power. In addition, if this data is limited to the wills of married men and
the donees to wives, the extent of marital reliance on these devices
becomes clearer. Table 4 presents this data. It suggests quite extensive
use of devices to grant widows control over property after 1820.
TABLE 4: USE OF SEPARATE ESTATE LANGUAGE
OR POWERS IN GRANTS
TO WIVES IN WILLS
97
OF MARRIED MEN
Time Period
1800-1809
1820-1829
1840-1850

C.

Wills With Sep.
Est. or Power

Wills Without
Sep. Est. or Power

0%
(0/23)
26%
(8/31)
41%

100%
(23/23)
74%
(23/31)
59%

(13/32)

(19/32)

Changes in the Treatment of Widows as Beneficiaries

Other characteristics of the wills under study confirm that husbands
treated their wives more favorably in 1850 than in 1800. The data provides information on changes in the utilization of life estates and fee simples, the use of limitations restricting gifts to widowhood, and the
identity of the primary beneficiary of the will. 98
2

97 X =

25
12.02, df=2 and p=.00 . This result is statistically very significant.

98 Other data are also available, such as the existence of precatory statements indicating the

intention of married men to return property their wives brought to the marriage, and the
tendency of wives to receive all of either the personal or real property in an estate. This data
displayed trends much like those in the data displayed in the text, but not in statistically
significant ways. The table reproduced below combines data on the existence of statements of
intention regarding the return of property women brought to their marriages and the tendency
of men to will all of the personal or real estate to their surviving widows. In each case, the
impact of the measured behavior was fairly small; only a few wills contained either statements
of intention to return property or bequests of all of the personal or real property.
MARRIED MEN RETURNING PROPERTY BROUGHT TO MARRIAGE OR
BEQUEATHING ALL OF REAL OR PERSONAL PROPERTY TO WIFE

Time Period
1800-1809
1820-1829
1840-1850

Wills With Prop.
Return Language

Wills With Gifts of
All Pers. or Real

0%
(0/23)
3%
(1/31)
9%
(3/32)

0%
(0/23)
10%
(3/31)
13%
(4/32)

2
X 2=2.87, df= 1 and p=.238 for the property return language data. X =2.95, df= 1 and
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The data consistently indicates that women were more likely to
receive property in forms guaranteeing longer periods of ownership later
in the study period. Table 5 displays some of these changes. The proportion of married men's wills with at least one grant to their wives of personal or real property in fee simple or for life with a power to encroach
increased, while grants restricted to less than a life estate decreased.
TABLE 5: FORMS OF PROPERTY GRANTS TO WIVES IN THE
WILLS OF MARRIED MEN 99
Percent of wills with at least one grant of:
Personal Property for:
Real Property For:
Life
Life
Life
Life
Minus Life Plus Fee
Time Period Minus Life Plus Fee
1800-1809
1820-1829
1840-1850

30%
7/23
23%

43%
0%
10/23 0/23
32% 13%

13%
3/23
19%

43%
10/23
26%

48% 0%
11/23 0/23
23% 10%

22%
5/23
45%

7/31
19%
6/32

10/31 4/31
19%
38%
12/32 6/32

6/31
31%
10/32

8/31
9%
3/32

7/31
22%
7/32

3/31
22%
7/32

14/31
53%
17/32

Table 6 reveals that a higher percentage of early wills of married
men limited bequests to the widowhood of the surviving wife than did
wills in 1850.
TABLE 6: BEQUESTS LIMITED TO WIDOWHOOD IN WILLS
OF MARRIED MEN 1°°
Time Period
1800-1809
1820-1829
1840-1850

Wills With
Widowhood Language

Wills Without
Widowhood Language

43%

57%

(10/23)
39%
(12/31)
25%

(13/23)
61%
(19/31)
75%

(8/32)

(24/32)

p =.229 for the gifts of all personal data. These results are not statistically significant although
the trend flows in the "right" direction.
99 Chi square tests may not be performed on the entire table since the variables are not
independent; each will may have more than one form of grant. When chi square tests are
performed on each column of data, the p levels for the personal property data are generally
6
2
significant, while those for the real property are not. For column one, X = 1.04, p=. 0; for
2
2
7
column two, X =.713, p=. 0; for column three, X =4.65, p .098; for column four,
2
2
X 2=2.79, p=.25; for column five, X =8.48, p=.014; for column six, X =5.36, p=.069; for
2
2
column seven, X =6.41, p=.041; for column eight, X =5.63, p=.060. Df=2 for all
columns.
3
100 X2=2.32, df=2 and p=.31 , a very weak level of significance.
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Husbands were increasingly willing to abide by the choices of their surviving spouses, not only in financial areas, but also in personal decisions
like that to remarry. Although the data in this table are not statistically
significant by normal social science standards, they are so consistent with
other information provided by the wills that further testing of the trend is
warranted.
Data on the primary beneficiaries in the wills provide very strong
evidence that the importance of women as agents for maintenance of the
family economy increased during the study period. Table 7 displays the
primary beneficiary tabulations. Wives were much more likely to be the
primary beneficiary of a will at mid-century than in 1800. Sons were less
likely to be a primary beneficiary in 1850 than in 1800, but they were
treated better than daughters throughout the study period.
TABLE 7: PRIMARY BENEFICIARIES OF MARRIED MEN1 °1
Primary Beneficiary Is:
Time Period

Wife

Son

Dtr.

Ch. Gen.

Other

Not Clear

1800-1809

0%
(0/23)
26%
(8/31)

96%
(22/23)
48%
(15/31)

0%
(0/23)
3%
(1/31)

0%
(0/23)
10%
(3/31)

0%
(0/23)
13%
(4/31)

4%
(1/23)
0%
(0/31)

44%
(14/32)

38%
(12/32)

0%
(0/32)

0%
(0/32)

0%
(0/32)

19%
(6/32)

1820-1829
1840-1850

D.

The Structure of Family Beneficiary Patterns

Differences in the treatment of widows, sons and daughters as primary beneficiaries suggest that changes in the treatment of men and
women were affecting generations in different ways. In fact, the men and
women writing the wills in this study had different family beneficiary
patterns. While Table 7 clearly shows that married men treated sons
more favorably than daughters, the same pattern does not appear for
women testators. Table 8 displays data like that in Table 7, but for
101 Because of the large numbers of columns and the possibilities of combining them, there are a
number of ways in which the chi square test may be calculated with this data. If all the results
are used, but the last two columns (Other and Not Clear) are combined, then the results are
2
5
X2 =27.85, df=8 and p=.000 . When only the first four columns of data are used, X =24.8,
df=6 and p=.0037. Other methods of calculating the test also result in very significant
outcomes.
In most of the wills it was clear who the primary beneficiary was. Where one person took
most of the property for life and another took the remainder, I treated the person getting the
remainder as the primary beneficiary unless the holder of the life estate had power to encroach
upon the corpus of the assets. Doing this was admittedly significant in determining the exact
parameters of Table 7 since men began reposing powers in their wives with greater frequency
during the study period. See supra Table 3, accompanying note 96.
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women and unmarried men. Although the number of cases in some of
the cells gets small, 0 2 Table 8 suggests that women treated daughters
more favorably than men. While the men who were not married at their
deaths preferred to leave their estates to their sons, the women left their
property to daughters or other, usually related, 1 3 persons.
TABLE 8: PRIMARY BENEFICIARIES OF WOMEN AND
UNMARRIED MEN' ° 4
Primary Beneficiary Is:
Gender and
Time Period

Son

Dtr.

Ch.
Gen.

Other
Female

Other
Male

Not
Clear

Female/
1800-1830
Female/
1831-1850

7%
(1/14)
4%
(1/23)

36%
(5/14)
17%
(4/23)

7%
(1/14)
4%
(1/23)

22%
(3/14)
35%
(8/23)

14%
(2/14)
30%
(7/23)

14%
(2/14)
9%
(2/23)

Totals for
All Female

5%
(2/37)

24%
(9/37)

5%
(2/37)

30%
(11/37)

24%
(9/37)

11%
(4/37)

Male/
1800-1809
Male/
1820-1850

64%
(9/14)
47%
(8/17)

0%
(0/14)
18%
(3/17)

0%
(0/14)
0%
(0/17)

0%
(0/14)
24%
(4/17)

36%
(5/14)
12%
(2/17)

0%
(0/14)
0%
(0/17)

Total for

55%

10%

0%

13%

23%

0%

All Male

(17/31)

(3/31)

(0/31)

(4/31)

(7/31)

(0/31)

In part these differences reflect the concerns of the persons writing
the wills. Since most of the women will-writers were widows, their giftgiving habits probably took into account items already given to sons by
their deceased husbands. 10 5 But the fact that women were about twice as
likely as their unmarried male counterparts to give property to persons
outside the nuclear family unit also suggests a greater willingness to survey their associates and give their property to friends and people in need
In order to increase the numbers, the last two segments of the sample of male wills were
combined. Columns representing the totals for all wills in the study period were also included.
103 Although the table does not reflect that most gifts labeled as being given to "other" males or
females went to relatives, that was certainly the case. The list of recipients includes siblings,
aunts, uncles, parents, nieces, nephews and other relatives, as well as a few friends. The categorizations were so scattered that useful tabulation was impossible.
104 All of the women's wills are included in this table, even though two of them were married. No
women in this sample named their husband as their primary beneficiary. Running chi square
tests on this data requires that all female and all male wills be compared. The Ns for the data
broken down by year are too small. Running a chi square test comparing the totals for all
female wills and all male wills yields X 2=24.02, df=5 and p=.00022.
105 While only two of the women testators were married, the vast majority of the men (73%, or 87
of 119) were married.
102
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even if the gifts did not fall into traditional testamentary patterns.10 6
These differences also reflect the nature of the property being transmitted in the wills. Women disposed of real property somewhat less
often than men' 0 7 and their estates, whether composed of real or personal property, were smaller. The property women held may have been
less likely than men's to be the stuff upon which careers and vocations
could be built. Table 9 shows both the proportion of wills containing at
least one gift of real property and the mean value of the available inventories. The inventories were frequently incomplete, but in total they give
a reasonably fair impression of the relative sizes of men's and women's
estates. The computations suggest that the personal estates of male and
female testators were similar in size, but that men disposed of real property more often and in greater amounts than women.' 08
106

107

108

Many of the wills of women separately and carefully disposed of each item of personal property: the bed, tea set, silver spoon, bedding and clothes with each item frequently going to
different people. Suzanne Lebsock noted a very similar quality in the wills of women in
Petersburg, Virginia. See S. LEBSOCK, supra note 2, at 136-37.
It is interesting to note that more women testators owned real property, according to the later
wills. Though the number of wills in the early years is small, the trend is consistent with other
changes in the treatment of women during the study period.
Data from property tax records do not confirm all these trends. The tax records suggest it is
not true that widow taxpayers generally had significantly different proportions of real and
personal property than male taxpayers in Tisbury (or even different amounts of property).
Rather, widow taxpayers in Edgartown owned significantly less personal property than males
later in the study period.
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MEAN TAX PAID ON REAL AND PERSONAL PROPERTY
Male
Pers.
Prop.
Ed'town
100

.21

Ed'town
1817

.167

Widow
All
Prop.

Real
Prop.

Pers.
Prop.

Real
Prop.

.53
211)

.73

.17

.30
(N=14)

.47

.39
(N=251)

.54

.03

.22
(N=17)

.25

Ed'town
1832

2.23

3.20
(N=316)

5.20

1.09

3.15
(N=19)

4.24

Ed'town
1840

2.04

2.21
(N=412)

4.21

.93

2.07
(N= 14)

3.00

Ed'town
1851

5.38

5.30
(N=448)

10.69

.74

2.95
(N=7)

3.69

Tisbury
1828

1.27

3.28
(N=283)

4.56

1.84

4.28
(N=4)

6.11

Tisbury
1839

1.15

1.72
(N=366)

2.88

.94

1.93
(N=3)

2.87

Tisbury

2.83

6.71

3.47

3.40

6.86

1850

1

3.88
(N=374)

I

1

(N=15)

On the other hand, the property tax data do confirm that widow testators have less property
than male testators. This also supports the notion, discussed in Chused, Married Women's
Law, supra note 2, that women were writing wills in situations in which men were not doing
so. Among the eight female testators who could be located in the property tax data, all with
wills probated between 1831 and 1850, the mean personal tax was $1.25, the mean real property tax was $3.47, and the mean total tax was $4.72. For 11 men with wills probated between
1820 and 1829, the means were $1.99 (personal), $3.85 (real) and $5.84 (total); for 25 men
with wills probated between 1840 and 1850, the means were $3.95 (personal), $5.00 (real) and
$8.96. These numbers do confirm that male estates were larger than female estates, but they
do not suggest much difference in the ratio of disposable personal to real property.
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TABLE 9: GRANTS OF REAL PROPERTY AND MEAN SIZE
OF INVENTORIES 0 9
Mean Value and N For Inventory of:
Gender and
Time Period

Female/

Some Real Prop.
Disposed Of

Pers. Prop.

Real Prop.

Total Prop.

43%

$72

$964

$1,036

1800-1830
Female/
1831-1850

(6/14)
70%
(16/23)

(1)
$811
(11)

(1)
$418
(11)

(1)
$1,229
(11)

All Female
Wills

59%
(22/37)

$750
(12)

$463
(12)

$1,213
(12)

Male/
1800-1809
Male/
1820-1829
Male/

86%
(32/37)
72%
(28/39)
80%

$1,064
(10)
$766
(21)
$785

$2,377
(10)
$2,228
(21)
$1,827

$3,441
(10)
$2,980
(21)
$2,611

14-1950

(33/41)

(16)

(16)

(16)

All Male
Wills

79%
(93/117)

$820
(47)

$2,084
(47)

$2,898
(47)

In addition to the differences displayed in Tables 7 and 8, Table 10
strongly indicates that grants to children declined between 1800 and
1850. The proportion of wills with grants of any sort to any child
declined between 1800 and 1850. In this table, grants to "children generally" are to children as an equal group.
109

Since most wills were not accompanied by inventories, one very large estate has an enormous
impact when a mean is computed. Two very large estates, one with a total inventory of
$11,175, and another of $35,073, were therefore removed from the data before this table was
tabulated. The resulting numbers probably give a more accurate picture of the average
testator's estate. If such data is not deleted, the medians for the Male-1800-1809 row are
$1,161, $3,177 and $4,338, and those for the Male-1840-1850 row are $2,564, $1,811 and
$3,665. N equals the number of wills in each category which were accompanied by an
inventory in the records. The existence of only one inventory in the early female records
makes those entries useless.
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TABLE 10: GRANTS TO TYPES OF BENEFICIARIES
FOR ALL WILLS11 °
Wills With at Least One Grant to:
Sex and Time
Female

Wife
-

1831-1850
Male
1800-1809
Male
1820-1829
Male
1840-1850

Dtr.

Ch.
Gen.

Any
Child

57%

71%

14%

71%

(8/14) (10/14) (2/14) (10/14)

1800-1830
Female

Son

-

13%

(3/23)

26%

(6/23)

9%

(2/23)

76%
8%
65%
84%
(24/37) (31/37) (28/37) (3/37)
18%
77%
72%
72%
(30/39) (28/39) (28/39) (7/32)
22%
54%
78%
46%
(32/41) (19/41) (22/41) (9/41)

35%

(8/23)

Other
Female
29%

Other
Male
7%

(4/14)

(1/14)

65%

52%

(15/23) (12/23)

29%
86%
16%
(32/37) (6/37) (11/37)
15%
23%
90%
(35/39) (6/39) (9/39)
10%
73%
27%
(30/41) (11/41) (4/41)

These entries do not mean that children were treated with total equality
in the will, but that at least one gift was described as to "all my children"
or some equivalent phrase. The gifts labeled to "any children" involve
those wills in which any child was mentioned in any way as a beneficiary
of any grant. Thus grants to sons, daughters and any children
decreased, 1 1 while grants to children generally increased very slightly.
There may therefore have been some substitution occurring. That is,
some of the decline in gifts to sons or daughters may have been replaced
by gifts to children as a class. However, the overall trend was towards
less gift giving to offspring.
The decline in giving to children may also help explain the increasing importance of wives as beneficiaries in the wills. As Table 11 confirms, the data do not suggest that wives appeared as beneficiaries in their
110 Chi square tests may not be run on this table, since each will may produce entries in more than
one column. The chi square test is a measure of significance only on the assumption that each
variable is independent. The test may be run, however, on each column of data. Each will, for
example, has either a grant to a son or none at all. For the female wills, Fisher's test for 2x2
tables must be used. For the male wills, the significance levels for the data on wives as takers
2
were X2 =2.09, df=2 and p=.35; for sons, X = 12.96, df=2 and p=.0015; for daughters
2
X 2=4.93, df=2 and p=.085; for children generally, X = 3.28, df =-2 and p=.194; and for any
children, X2=4.36, df=2 and p=.113. For the female wills, the Fisher test result for sons as
takers was p=.0068, for daughters p=.0089, for children generally p=.491, and for any
children p=.033. The "p levels" for married men's wills were about the same or better than
those for all men's wills. See infra note 114.
111 Giving to sons declined with respect to both real and personal property. Virtually no gifts
other than fee simples were given to sons, though some fees were, as already mentioned,
encumbered by house privileges for daughters or widows. Wills with at least one grant of real
property to sons declined from 68% (25/37) in the 1800-1809 decade to 41% (17/41) in the
1840-1850 decade. Presence of personal property grants declined from 76% (28/37) to 39%
(16/41).
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husbands' wills with dramatically greater frequency as the century developed. Rather, from earlier tables it seems that wives obtained larger segments of some estates. In any case, to the extent that children were
perceived as unavailable donees, perhaps because they were self-supporting in towns or were living in western territories, men may have looked
to wives as alternative recipients of their largesse. 1 2 Women, writing
wills as widows or spinsters, increasingly may have looked to other relatives.113 Table 11 adds further support for this theory. It confirms that
married men, as well as men generally, looked to children less often as
donees. It seems fair to theorize that at least part of the increasing reliance upon women to maintain family finances after the death of their
husbands occurred because children were less available to receive
property.
TO TYPES OF BENEFICIARIES BY
TABLE 11: GRANTS
1 14
MARRIED MEN
Wills With at Least One Grant to:
Wife

Son

Dtr.

Ch.
Gen.

Any
Child

Other
Female

Other
Male

Male
1800-1809

95%
(22/23)

96%
(22/23)

91%
(21/23)

9%
(2/23)

100%
(23/23)

13%
(3/23)

18%
(4/23)

Male
1820-1829

97%
(30/31)

68%
(21/31)

71%
(22/31)

19%
(6/31)

90%
(28/31)

13%
(4/31)

16%
(5/31)

Male
1840-1850

100%
(32/32)

50%
(16/32)

53%
(17/32)

28%
(9/32)

78%
(25/32)

19%
(6/32)

6%
(2/32)

Time

In addition to the data on beneficiary patterns, there is other evidence that children were less likely to be considered as household members for inheritance purposes in 1850 than in 1800. Three types of gifts
to daughters were mentioned at times in wills. Each type declined as the
study period developed. A few gifts were bestowed only for the "maidenhood" of the daughter. Some were described as "fitting outs" for daughters when they married, and others were styled as "house privileges"
until a daughter left. A similar category of gifts was used for widows,
112

113

114

It is also possible that men gave sons property before they died and then did not bestow any
further property upon them at death, While this possibility may not be eliminated in a study
based only on wills, it seems unlikely to explain the results. Gifts to children fell off across the
board. It involved both genders, and included virtually all types of grants, from personal to
real property and life estates to fees.
The data in the previous tables, of course, confirms that women were looking outside the
immediate family in their wills with increasing frequency. See, e.g., supra Table 7, accompanying note 101.
As with Table 10, chi square tests may only be run for each column. df=2 for all columns.
7
2
2
For sons, X =12.97 and p=.0015; for daughters, X =9.65 and p=.009 ; for children
2
2
X
=6.41
and
p=.041.
and
for
any
children,
generally X =3.19 and p=.203;
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permitting them house privileges during their lives or until they remarried. The data on widows' house privileges is included in Table 12 for
comparison purposes.
TABLE 12: LIMITED GIFTS TO DAUGHTERS AND WIVES BY
MARRIED MEN' 5
Proportion of Wills With Gifts to:
Time Period
1800-1809
1820-1829
1840-1850

Dtr. for
Maidenhood

Dtr. for
Fitting

Dtr. for
House Priv.

Wife for
House Priv.

26%
(6/23)
29%
(9/31)
13%
(4/32)

39%
(9/23)
16%
(5/31)
13%
(4/32)

30%
(7/23)
35%
(11/31)
9%
(3/32)

17%
(4/23)
19%
(6/31)
13%
(4/32)

Like gifts to wives generally (see Table 11), bestowal of house privileges
to widows remained at a fairly stable level during the study period.
However, gifts to provide daughters with living space until marriage or
with gifts upon marriage declined. While it is possible that changes in
lifestyle preferences and declines in arranged marriages explain this data,
it is also possible that daughters were simply not present as often to
16
receive property. 1
E.

The Persistence of "Traditional" Patterns

The strength of the overall trends concerning changes in the family
roles of mothers and sons is quite remarkable. Nonetheless, great care
115 The maidenhood data reveal X2=2.79, df=2 and p=.248, which is not a significant result.
For the fitting data, X2 =6.41, df=2 and p=.04. The daughter's house privilege data yield
X2 =6.43, df=2 and p=.04. For the wife's house privilege data X 2=.57, df=2 and p=.75.
This last outcome suggests that the results are highly likely to be random. That of course is
exactly the point of this table. While no change occurred in the treatment of house privileges
for widows, trends shifted in the treatment of daughters.
116 Two other possibilities may also explain some of the results. First, birth rates fell throughout
the entire nineteenth century. See Chused, Married Women's Law, supra note 2, at 1418-19.
The falling rate may have contributed to a lower prevalence of gifts to children. However, the
rate was still so high at mid-century that it is unlikely that wills would contain absolutely no
reference to children because of the falling birth rate. Second, it is possible that those writing
wills were economically less well off in 1850 than in 1800. The data for inventory sizes given
in Table 11 suggests that typical married men's estates declined in size during the study
period. If there was less to go around, perhaps wives would become more favored as a result
of social changes, while children would get nothing if they were self-supporting. This explanation is, I think, not supported by this data. First, the value of the dollar is unclear. Second,
cross tabulations by inventory size against various factors, such as primary beneficiary, do not
indicate any difference according to the size of the estate. These calculations are admittedly
quite shaky, since the number of cases in the cells gets uniformly small. The possibility is
worth exploring with a larger sample of wills and inventories.
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must be taken not to overstate the significance of these findings. Even
though women generally may have received greater shares of their
deceased husbands' estates, some segment of women may not have been
participants in this shift in dispositional preferences. According to Table
11, wives did not appear with significantly greater frequency as beneficiaries as the study period progressed. Furthermore, the overall impact
of the changes on the lives of even those women who received more property than their mothers from their deceased spouses may have been relatively minor. It is very difficult, for example, to argue that women were
empowered during their marriage by the post-marital disposition of
property in their husbands' wills. Furthermore, there is no indication
that women ended up owning a greater share of wealth in 1850 than they
did in 1800.
Much data suggests that caution in describing the extent of change
is warranted. For example, even though detailed inventories were lacking in most cases, the nature of the bequests in the wills themselves frequently permitted analysis of the relative sizes of the shares given to
various persons.' 1 7 In particular, some useful data emerged when the
data was structured to reveal whether wives received at least a third of
either the real or the personal property.
The extent to which wives received their thirds is shown by Tables
13 and 14. The value of both tables is limited. Some of the data cells are
so small that conclusions drawn from the table are conjectural at best.
Nonetheless, it appears that wives did not receive their thirds more frequently in the 1840s than earlier in the century.
TABLE 13: PERSONAL PROPERTY THIRDS IN WILLS OF
MARRIED MEN""
Were Thirds Received?:

Time Period
1800-1809
1820-1829
1840-1850

Yes
27%
(4/15)
29%
(8/28)
45%
(13/29)

No
27%
(4/15)
32%
(9/28)
31%
(9/29)

Maybe
47%
(7/15)
39%
(11/28)
24%
(7/29)

% Yes If
Maybe Dist
In Propor.
50%
48%
59%

Some wills, for example, stated that A should receive a third of the real property, or that of
SX, B should receive $Y, or that C should receive all of the personal or real property.
Although the actual distribution of the estate may not have led to the desired result, especially
if creditors emptied the estate, the will can still be indicative of the wishes of the testators.
118 The final column in this and the next table give the percentage of wills which fulfill the thirds
standard if the "maybe" cases are distributed in accordance with the proportion of "yes" and
117
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TABLE 14: REAL PROPERTY THIRDS IN WILLS OF
MARRIED MEN
Were Thirds Received?:
Time Period
1800-1809
1820-1829
1840-1850

Yes

No

Maybe

46%
(6/13)
35%
(9/26)
53%
(16/30)

23%
(3/13)
19%
(5/26)
27%
(8/30)

31%
(4/13)
46%
(12/26)
20%
(6/30)

% Yes If Maybe
Dist In Propor.
67%
65%
66%

These tables suggest that a consistent pattern of traditional behavior
continued to govern testamentary disposition among many Dukes
County families even though widows as a whole were more favorably
treated in many other ways. In order to test this hypothesis, I created
scales of "modernity" and "tradition" for husbands' wills. Modern characteristics of wills-use of separate estates, use of powers and wife as
primary beneficiary-were each given one point on a scale. Similarly,
traditional characteristics-grant of property to a surviving wife only for
widowhood, grant of property to a daughter upon marriage and son as
primary beneficiary-were each given one point on a scale. These scales
were then used to measure the character of testators who provided their
wives with at least a third of both real and personal property, those who
did not and those whose testamentary plans might have provided for
thirds. The results of these tabulations are displayed in Table 15. Since
there were no "modern" wills for the first decade of the study period, this
table combines all cases for the 1820-1829 and 1840-1850 decades to
increase the cell sizes, and excludes data from the first decade of the
century.
"no" cases for the same sample decade. This assumption is one way of eliminating the
significance of the unknown answers. It has been chosen as the elimination technique because
it most clearly demonstrates the possibility that a certain group of women were persistently
treated "badly" throughout the study period.
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TABLE 15: CHARACTER OF MARRIED MEN'S WILLS (1820s
AND 1840s) AND PROVISION OF THIRDS 19
Character of Will:
Both Thirds Received?

Modem

Traditional

Mixed

Yes

68%
(13/19)
0%
(0/19)
32%

18%
(4/22)
45%
(10/22)
36%

9%
(1/11)
55%
(6/11)
36%

(6/19)

(8/22)

(4/11)

No
Maybe

This table indicates the persistence of a strong traditional strain in
the testamentary habits of married men well into the nineteenth century.
Even those wills with mixed characteristics tended not to be as generous
to widows as the "modem" testators. Table 15 tells us why so little
change appeared in the proportion of women obtaining their thirds.
Modern testators were a minority of will-writers. There were simply not
enough of them by 1850 to alter the overall pattern.
Other information suggests that whatever changes in testamentary
habits occurred, they had only a minor impact on the economic role of
women in society. Property tax information is available for some of the
towns in Dukes County for some or all of the study period. A sample of
three years (1828, 1839 and 1850) was taken for Tisbury and of five years
(1800, 1817, 1832, 1841 and 1851) for Edgartown. Tisbury was then a
largely agricultural area, although a small commercial center existed in
Holmes Hole. Edgartown was the center of the whaling community on
the island, and had a large commercial center in addition to its more
rural western sections. While there are some interesting changes in the
gender composition of taxpayers, there are no trends that match the
major findings of this study. Whatever trends can be spotted are very
small in their overall impact, making any conceivable relationship
between testamentary habits and the totality of property ownership patterns indeterminate.
Table 16 provides information on the gender of taxpayers during the
various sample years. Table 17 displays data on the median amounts of
property tax paid by men and women during the same period. Together
the two tables display some potentially interesting shifts in the composition of the taxpaying body politic. However, there was no significant
119 Mixed wills include those that had no character (that is, they exhibited none of either the
modem or traditional scaling characteristics) and those that had both modern and traditional
characteristics. If, however, a will had three modern characteristics and only one traditional
(or three traditional and only one modem), it was labeled as modem (or traditional).
X2 = 19.55, df=4 and p=.00061.
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increase in the amount of property controlled by women between 1800
and 1850.
TABLE 16: GENDER OF TAXPAYERS

1 20

Female or
Fem. Est.

Male

Male Est.

Widow

91%
(211/232)
93%
(251/269)
89%
(316/354)
91%
(412/454)
89%

1%
(2/232)
0%
(1/269)
4%
(15/354)
6%
(25/454)
7%

6%
(14/232)
6%
(17/269)
5%
(19/354)
3%
(14/454)
1%

2%
(5/232)

1851

(448/501)

(37/501)

(7/501)

(9/501)

Tisbury
1828
Tisbury
1839
Tisbury
1851

94%
(283/302)
92%
(366/396)
84%
(375/445)

1%
(2/302)
3%
(12/396)
7%
(31/445)

1%
(4/302)
1%
(3/396)
3%
(15/445)

4%
(13/302)
4%
(14/396)
3%
(14/445)

Town and Year
Edgartown
1800
Edgartown
1817
Edgartown
1832
Edgartown
1840
Edgartown

Charity
or Bus.

-

1%
(4/354)
1%
(3/454)
2%

0%
(1/396)
2%
(10/445)

The proportion of widowed taxpayers increased somewhat in Tisbury but declined in Edgartown;
120

Taxpayers labeled as "Male Estate" or "Female Estate" include those explicitly labeled as an
2
estate and those labeled as "heirs of ." X -53.44, df= 12 and p< .000001 for the Edgartown
2
for
the Tisbury data.
.000001
avid
p<
data. X =43.25, df=8
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TABLE 17: MEAN PROPERTY TAX PAID BY GENDER' 2 '
(Entries in Dollars)
Female or
Fern. Est.

Town and Year

Male

Male Est.

Widow

Edgartown
1800
Edgartown
1817

.73
(211)
.55
(251)

(2)
(1)

.47
(14)
.25
(17)

.24
(5)
-

Edgartown
1832
Edgartown
1840
Edgartown
1851

5.20
(316)
4.21
(412)
10.69
(446)

9.06
(15)
6.40
(25)
6.91
(37)

4.24
(19)
3.00
(14)
3.69
(7)

(4)
(3)
3.77
(9)

Tisbury

4.56
(282)
2.88
(366)

(2)
5.30
(12)

(4)
(3)

4.11
(13)
4.66
(14)

6.71

8.42

6.86

3.70

(373)

(31)

(15)

(14)

1828

Tisbury
1839

Tisbury
1850

widow taxpayers in Edgartown were less well off as a group than the
men, while the Tisbury widows were about as well off as the men. The
only clear trend visible in these two tables is that the amount of property
linked to male estates increased in the first half of the nineteenth century.
Factors outside the testamentary disposition system probably
explain the situation. For example, even if more widows were receiving
property from their husbands' estates, the remarriage rate would seriously affect the appearance of the tax data. Land might not have been as
frequently available as a resource to widows in commercialized Edgartown as it was in Tisbury. 122 The shipping industry in Edgartown may
have created a surplus of males. These factors may have combined to
cause a higher remarriage rate for Edgartown widows than for their
peers in Tisbury. It is also possible that the lingering economic effects of
two wars with England and the occupational hazards of whaling left an
unusually large number of widows in Edgartown early in the nineteenth
.21
122

Chi square tests may not be run on mean data.
In fact, the proportion of tax assessments attributable to real property was higher in Tisbury
than in Edgartown, particularly in West Tisbury which lacked a commercial center. For
example, in Edgartown the mean real and personal property valuations were about the same in
both 1840 and 1851. In Tisbury, the median real estate valuation was about twice the personal
in 1839 and about 1 1/4 the personal valuation in 1850. The West Tisbury figures were
higher; real valuations were three times the personal in 1839 and twice the personal in 1850.
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century. 23 Finally, regardless of the increase in testamentary grants to
some widows, remarriage may have dissolved the benefits many of them
received in their deceased husbands' wills. 124

III.

THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT: WOMEN AND PROPERTY IN
MASSACHUSETTS AND OTHER JURISDICTIONS

This study suggests the existence of a link between gifts to wives and
sons. As gifts to wives grew in prominence those to sons declined. What
caused this change and why did it affect legal concepts of property ownership for women? Daniel Smith, in a recent bibliographic essay on the
status of the history of the family, commented on the ambiguities and
difficulties in describing the nature of the family in the late eighteenth
century.' 25 "The elusive question of causality," Smith writes, "remains
unanswered. Just how and why men and women got it in their heads to
behave in a more 'modem' way at particular times and places cannot be
learned from high and rather abstract generalities about
1 26
modernization."
Although this study does not provide the basis for creating a grand
unification theory on the history of the family, it does yield at least two
important pieces of the puzzle, and clues to a third. First, the role of
children in the family dynamic takes on new importance in this study.
Industrializaton and the development of commercial networks, factories,
mass production, and office work increased the physical distance between
parents and their children. This may have contributed to the testamentary disposition patterns found in this study. It may also be related to
the increasing problems with widows and deserted wives,' 27 growing
123 Nantucket, a whaling town to the east of Edgartown, seems to have been affticted with both a
surplus of men and an endemic problem of impoverished widows in the early part of the
nineteenth century. See E. Byers, supra note 82, at 442-43.
124 While separate estates and powers may have aided some of the widows who remarried, many
other widows only received increased benefits from their deceased husbands in the form of
larger grants of property. When widows holding unprotected property remarried, their property became subject to traditional rules. While this may have created an incentive for some
widows not to remarry, this study's data are unable to evaluate the issue. I also could not
determine which sorts of families were likely to retain traditional forms of testamentary behavior. The lack of thorough data on the residence and wealth levels of all the testators made all
data runs attempting to locate traditionalism impossible. To the extent that the presence or
absence of children in the home determined testamentary outcomes, I would hypothesize that
middle class agricultural families, not wealthy town families, would be the most likely to alter
their testamentary habits. Further research on this matter is needed.
125 Smith, The Study of the Family in Early America: Trends, Problemsand Prospects, 39 WM. &
MARY Q. 3 (1982). Although much has been learned, particularly about life in New England
and the Chesapeake, Smith found only flawed descriptive models, not unifying explanatory
theories, to guide research in the history of the family.
126 Id. at 19.

127 If children were leaving, it is certainly not surprising that husbands were also departing.
Recall that Massachusetts adopted quite a bit of legislation in the first half of the nineteenth
century in an effort to bolster the economic condition of both widows and deserted wives. See
supra notes 29-32, 67 and accompanying text.
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clamor for divorce reform, 128 and appearance129of large numbers of women
in reform societies found by other authors.
Second, the testamentary patterns suggest that men and women did
not dramatically alter their perceptions concerning gender roles during
the first half of the nineteenth century. Male testators, for instance, consistently treated daughters less favorably than sons. Thus, although the
economic balance between husbands, wives, and sons was recast, there
was not a wholesale revision of the balance of power between men and
women.
Finally, it is now well known that after 1850 the most significant
reforms in married women's property law occurred outside the deep
South.' 3 ° While the isolated geographic location of this study precludes
the development of any large hypothesis to explain the different behavior,
it does suggest that patterns of industrialization and mobility may have
influenced the long-term patterns of reform.
A.

The Role of Children in the Family Economy

In his now classic work on Andover, 3 ' Greven noted that by the
middle of the eighteenth century sons were establishing their independence and leaving their communities at an earlier age than in prior generations. 132 Keyssar's research on widows in mid-eighteenth century
Massachusetts is consistent with Greven's work. 133 He found that even
though widows frequently relied upon their sons for support after the
death of their husbands and some sons may have been constrained by
social pressures or requirements in their fathers' wills to remain in their
home towns, the use of public coffers to aid widows lacking assets or
family support became more noticeable by the middle of the eighteenth
century. 3' 4
Greven and Keyssar both identify a number of important changes
affecting families in the older towns of eastern Massachusetts during the
latter decades of the eighteenth century. The lack of unoccupied arable
land, the development of non-agricultural employment patterns, and the
opening of western territories for settlement were driving some children
Departure of children might have increased pressures on marriages by removing the incentive
to stay together "because of the children." In addition, the departure of husbands contributed
to the steady liberalization of desertion as a ground for divorce in the nineteenth century.
129 Melder, supra note 50, writes in detail of early women's social service groups. To the extent
that women perceived a "breakdown" in normal social patterns, they might have been drawn
into social service activities. In addition, the plight of women living alone was a continuing
concern of social service groups.
130 See Lebsock, supra note 2; Chused, Married Women's Law, supra note 2, at 1381-84.
POPULATION, LAND, AND FAMILY IN COLONIAL
131 P. GREVEN, FOUR GENERATIONS:
ANDOVER, MASSACHUSETTS (1970).
132 Id. at 272-73, 281-82.
133 Keyssar, supra note 33.
134 Id. at 108-16.
128
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from their ancestral lands while attracting others to new locations. The
fears of fathers that their sons might leave their mothers behind without
support led, not to larger grants of property in wills to wives, but-to more
in grants to sons in order to maintain the family's
detailed restrictions
35
base of support.1

The data from the early Dukes County wills complements the studies of Greven and Keyssar. The men's wills probated during the first
decade of the nineteenth century fell into a pattern much like that
described in the previous research. The primary beneficiaries were sons.
Widows usually received some property, but were basically reliant on
their sons for support. However, by the end of the study period, much
had changed. The need to support widows was no longer routinely fulfilled by sons; increasingly wives were made the primary beneficiaries. In
part, these changes may be attributable to the maturing of tensions inherent in late eighteenth century Andover. The tendency of sons to leave
their family households at a young age made it increasingly difficult for
fathers to rely upon them for family support. Rather than place restrictions upon their sons' inheritances in order to keep them home,13 6men
began to bestow more of their property directly on their widows.
The history of Dukes County provides significant support for this
135 Id. at 107-11. Greven summarizes this point nicely, writing:

If patriarchalism was not yet gone, it had been made less viable by the changing circumstances. The earlier economic basis which had sustained the attempts by fathers to
establish and to maintain their control and influence over the lives of their sons no
longer was to be found among the majority of families living in Andover ...
[Alnother conception of their roles and their authority as fathers had become necessary, and the evidence suggests that most adjusted, whether reluctantly or willingly.
By the middle of the eighteenth century, many families in Andover accepted the early
independence and autonomy of their sons.
P. GREVEN, supra note 131, at 273. Similar findings have been made for New York City.
D.E. Narrett, Patterns of Inheritance in Colonial New York City, 1664-1775: A Study in the
History of the Family (1981) (unpublished thesis, Cornell University). Narrett, like Greven,
found declining interest in leaving estates to widows in the middle of the eighteenth century
and greater favoritism towards children.
136 In an effort to confirm the theory that the changes in testamentary disposition patterns were
based upon the movement of children away from rural to commercial settings, a series of data
calculations were made to see if the changes in behavior occurred at a higher rate in the rural
portions of the study area. Unfortunately, only about half the wills contained information on
the residence of the testator. That reduction in the number of usable wills made all the data
calculations marginally useful, at best. Nonetheless, there are some interesting indications
that the changes in testamentary dispostion patterns were concentrated outside the major
commercial center of Edgartown.
To the extent that concern over widows motivated the changes in behavior noted in this
study, there are two indications that there were more widows outside of Edgartown. First,
among the female testators whose wills revealed residence, most of whom were widows, only
27% were from Edgartown. Fifty-nine percent of the male testators whose wills revealed
residence were from Edgartown. Second, Table 16, supra accompanying note 120, indicates
that the proportion of widow taxpayers declined in Edgartown during the study period, while
the proportion increased slightly in Tisbury.
In addition, among the small sample of usable wills, those of married men living outside
of Edgartown had a more modern character than the wills of married men living in Edgartown. For the distinction between modern and traditional wills see supra note 119. Among
the wills of married men probated between 1820 and 1850 available for analysis, only 17% (3
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theory. The two commercial towns, Edgartown and Holmes Hole, both
grew in population during the study period. Non-farm jobs proliferated
and numerous shops opened. The commercial activity was the stepchild
of the whaling industry, the largest employer of able-bodied men in the
county. The agricultural areas of the county, however, lost population
during most of the study period.'" 7 The combination of growing towns
and stable or shrinking agricultural communities was commonplace in
late eighteenth and early nineteenth century Massachusetts. ' Children
were attracted to the towns and the sea and discouraged by the difficulties of maintaining large families on old farms.' 39 Even if absent children
returned some of their earnings to their families "back home," surviving
spouses were more likely to have greater day-to-day control over family
assets. The wills in this study suggest that by 1840 a growing number of
fathers recognized the difficulty of relying upon their sons to support
their surviving spouses and adjusted to the new order by providing
directly for their wives as best they could."
There may, of course, be alternative explanations for the testamentary patterns displayed by this study. As mentioned earlier, one of the
difficulties with will studies is their concentration on a very narrow slice
of property dispositions made by the testators during their lives. That is,
the use of wills misses transfers of property to sons prior to the death of
fathers. It is possible that the same concerns about their widows that
caused Andover husbands to place restrictions on their sons' inheritances
might have led Dukes County fathers to make inter vivos transfers of
property to sons to entice them to remain on or near the family

137

of 18) of the Edgartown wills were modem, while 35% (6 of 17) of those written by men
residing in other parts of the county were modem.
Although these data are not statistically strong enough to support any hypothesis, they
nevertheless suggest bases for further research.
C.E. BANKS, HISTORY OF MARTHA'S VINEYARD (1911) provides population figures for the
island. This segment of the history is divided into Annals for each town. The data in the table
below are taken from Annals of Edgartown at 15-16; Annals of Tisbury at 5-6; and Annals of
Chilmark at 5-7. Holmes Hole was in Tisbury. Chilmark was rural.
POPULATION
YEAR
1800
1810
1820
1830
1840
1850

EDGARTOWN

TISBURY

CHILMARK

% IN CHILMARK

1226
1365
1374
1509
1736
1990

1092
1202
1223
1317
1520
1803

800
723
695
691
702
747

26%
22%
21%
20%
18%
16%

138 See N. COTT, THE BONDS OF WOMANHOOD: "WOMAN'S SPHERE" IN NEW ENGLAND, 1780-

1835 (1977).
J. Vantassel, supra note 82.
140 Note that in the later wills of married men, wives were more likely to be the primary beneficiary, to receive property for a duration longer than a life estate, and to maintain ownership of
139

property upon remarriage.
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homestead. 14
While the scope of this study cannot refute that possibility, there are
a number of factors which suggest that if earlier devolution of property
to sons did occur, it was not the only response mid-nineteenth century
fathers made to changes in family composition and development. First,
the strength of the overall patterns seen in this study's data is impressive.
The dramatic change in primary beneficiary patterns and the consistent
finding that children were less likely to receive property as the century
unfolded support the conclusion that by mid-century children were less
likely to live in the same economic environment as their parents.
Second, the nature of married women's property reforms adopted in
Massachusetts during the 1840s does not suggest that the legislature was
concerned with the behavior of sons, as compared to the economic wellbeing of widows and family units. The statutes adopted before the married women's acts were generally devoted to increasing the ability of widows to make productive use of the property they owned or giving
deserted women the right to recover property they brought to their marriages.'42 Such statutes were probably motivated in part by concern with

the well-being of women left alone, whether by sons or husbands. The
major effect of the early married women's acts was to increase the ability
of family units to resist pressure from creditors. 143 While some husbands
began writing wills to handle the future economic needs of their widows,
the legislature, in enacting the married women's property acts, shifted its
focus to maintaining the vitality of existing family units.
Finally, the data indicate that early devolution of property does not
fully explain the pattern seen here. If early inter vivos devolution of
property to sons was the norm, wills written long before death when
potential problems of supporting a widow might be less obvious to a testator, would be more likely to contain gifts to sons than those written just
before death. However, when the date of a will's drafting 1 is taken into
account, the expected "early devolution" pattern emerges only weakly.
Table 18 displays primary beneficiaries for various married men's wills
based on the age of the will. The basic pattern found before - an
increasing proportion of wives as primary beneficiaries and a decreasing
proportion of sons - reappears for wills written just before and long
before death. There is some slight indication that wills written long
before death were more likely to name sons and less likely to name wives
as primary beneficiaries. But, even if the data are reliable, 4 5 they explain
141 In fact, Greven found that this also occurred in Andover. See P. GREVEN, supra note 131, at
272-73, 280-81.
142 See supra notes 29-32, 67 and accompanying text.
143 See Chused, Married Women's Law, supra note 2, at 1397-412.
144 Again the primary date used in this study is the date of a will's probate, not its drafting. See
supra note 85 and accompanying text.
145 The number of wills in some of the cells in the table is quite small. In addition, the table may
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only a small part of the overall results of this study. The basic trends
survive.
IN
TABLE 18: WIVES AND SONS AS MAIN BENEFICIARIES
14 6
MARRIED MEN'S WILLS OF DIFFERENT AGES
Percent of Wills With Wife
Percent of Wills With Son
as Main Beneficiary
as Main Beneficiary
Decade of
Will Sample
1800-1809
1820-1829
1840-1850

Wills I Yr.
Old or Less

Wills More
Than 1 Yr.

Wills 1 Yr.
Old or Less

Wills More
Than 1 Yr.

93%
(12/13)
47%
(7/15)
25%
(2/8)

100%
(8/8)
50%
(8/16)
39%
(9/23)

0%
(0/13)
27%
(4/15)
63%
(5/8)

0%
(0/8)
25%
(4/16)
39%
(9/23)

An early devolution pattern would also suggest that in wills written
long before death, wives or other married women would be less likely to
obtain the benefits of a separate estate or a power. If a father planned to
use a son to care for a surviving widow, he would be less likely to grant
his surviving widow control over property. But, as Table 19 indicates,
the data do not reveal any significant difference between the uses of powers or separate estates in new and old wills.
confirm little more than the general findings of this study. If testamentary behavior was
changing during the study period, one might expect wills written later to be more likely to
reflect the emerging trends. The effect of the age of the will was hidden by the use of the date
of probate as the important moment to study. This creates a built-in conservative bias in
conclusions derived from the data. See supra note 85.
146 For column one, X 2= 10.67, p=.004 8 ; for column two, X2 - 8.93, p=.011; for column three,
2
X2 = 10.36, p =.0056; for column four, X =4.63, p =.099.
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TABLE 19: USE OF SEPARATE ESTATE LANGUAGE OR
POWERS IN GRANTS TO
WIVES IN MARRIED MEN'S WILLS
14 7
OF DIFFERENT AGES
(NOTE: Table Entries are % Using Sep. Est. or Power)
Wills One Year
Old or Less

Time
1800-1809

1820-1829
1840-1850

B.

Wills More Than
One Year Old

0%

0%

(0/13)
20%
(3/15)
38%

(0/8)
31%
(5/16)
43%

(3/8)

(10/23)

Sons and Daughters: The Test for Shifts in Gender Ideology

It is also unlikely that significant change in gender ideologies alone
caused the shift in testamentary gifts from sons to wives. Although there
is some indication that women were exercising their limited power to
benefit other women, the men were not. The treatment of daughters
makes this clear. Fathers treated sons more generously than daughters
throughout the entire study period. 4 ' Although daughters appeared as
beneficiaries in wills at about the same rate as sons, 149 they were consistently given less significant gifts than their male siblings. And even
though gender-neutral gifts to children were on the increase by the end of
the study period,150 sons were still usually favored among siblings.
Fathers clearly relied on the future husbands of their daughters to provide for them.1 51 Finally, the continued presence of traditional patterns
of testamentary behavior among a significant segment of the male testators 152 suggests that widespread alteration in gender ideology among
men had not occurred by the middle of the nineteenth century.
X 2=5.22, df=2 and p=.07 4 for the younger wills, and X2=5.17, df=2 and p=.0 7 5 for the
older wills.
148 See supra Table 7, accompanying note 101, Table 8, accompanying note 104, Table 10, accompanying note 110, and Table 11, accompanying note 114.
149 See supra Table 11, accompanying note 114.
150 Id. This trend also is somewhat counterintuitive if fathers were giving sons major pieces of
property prior to death. To the extent that gender-equality norms in property distribution
were beginning to take hold, sons would be less likely to receive more property at an earlier
date.
151 This does not contradict the fact that daughters were less likely to be given house privileges or
gifts upon marriage as the study period progressed. If daughters were less likely to be living in
the house during the period just before their marriage, fathers tended not to provide house
privileges or simple furnishings upon marriage. They might, however, still rely on future husbands to provide for their daughters' basic support. The time away from home between the
beginning of "adulthood" and marriage would not necessarily alter fathers' ideological notions
of a woman's subservience to her eventual spouse.
152 See supra text accompanying notes 112-19.
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Female testators, however, acted somewhat differently. Women
named their daughters as primary beneficiaries more frequently than
their sons,1 53 and left sons completely out of wills more often than
daughters. 5 4 In addition, women tended to leave property to other
females at higher rates than to other males, a pattern not evident in
men's wills."5 5 It is possible, perhaps even likely, that women were leaving their property to other women because the men in their lives were not
as needy. But that would only confirm that women looked upon the
needs of their female peers and friends somewhat differently than did
their male peers. The differences in testamentary habits of men and
women may have been one early sign of the dissatisfaction that eventually led some women to vocally support married women's property
reforms.
C.

North and South: Limitations of the New England Model

Massachusetts' legislative development was similar to the development of married women's property acts across the country prior to 1850.
The opening round of legislative activity in most states was timid and
limited to confirming existing practices and equity law conventions. The
primary alteration in legal norms was the automatic exemption of property held in a separate estate from attachment by creditors of husbands. 156 This change was generated less by the largesse of men towards
their female partners than by a desire to preserve some family assets in
times of significant economic dislocations.
Other studies of property disposition patterns in the early nineteenth
century, though differing in some details, have arrived at remarkably
similar conclusions. There is agreement by most researchers that significant changes in private dispositional behavior, leading to increases in the
activity of women as participants in the family economy, occurred
between 1800 and 1850. Such studies have found that the use of separate
estates increased in the first half of the nineteenth century,15 7 that the
will writing rates of women in comparison with men increased, 5 8 that
women were more selective than men in distributing their property in
153 See supra Table 8, accompanying note 104.
154 See supra Table 10, accompanying note 1 10.
I55 See supra Table 8, accompanying note 104, Table 10, accompanying note 110, and Table 11,
accompanying note 114.

156 See Chused, Married Women's Law, supra note 2, at 1398-1404. Some documents establishing
separate estates and written before married women's acts were passed, explicitly created an
exemption from attachment by creditors of a husband. But not all did. The statutes did not
necessarily make it easier to establish a separate estate, but they did create an automatic
exemption, regardless of the contents of the document setting up the estate.
157 Chused, Married Women's Law, supra note 2, at 1378-80; S.LEBSOCK, supra note 2, at 60-62,
76-78, 136.
158 Chused, Married Women's Law, supra note 2, at 1372-75; S. LEBSOCK,supra note 2, at 133.
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wills, particularly to other women, 159 that activity of women in the economy increased, 160 and that women
were more likely to be primary benefi61
ciaries of their husband's wills.'
But there are also some important differences in the results of the
studies. For example, Ryan found that in New York, gifts to children
lost their gender bias by the middle of the nineteenth century, 62 while I
found only an increased trend towards gifts to children generally. Ryan's
results are a more powerful statement that change in attitudes towards
women were reaching beyond the relationships of husbands, wives and
sons to the entire family.
However, results of other research, particularly on the South, introduce some potentially contradictory trends. One study of a South Carolina jurisdiction, for instance, found that marriage settlements provided
married women with less rather than more control over their property
during marriage. 6 3 Lebsock's Virginia study showed that increases in
control of property under marriage contracts appeared in only a few
agreements drafted quite far along into the century.164
It is tempting to draw upon obvious differences between the North
and South, particularly the different rates of industrialization and the
strong conservative impulses created by the need to maintain the slave
and Jim Crow systems, to explain these results. But there are problems
with that path. For example, the more conservative treatment of women
in the South appeared in studies of inter vivos documents dividing
authority over property of married partners, not in wills. Even in the
North, one would expect to find that property remained in the control of
husbands while they were alive. Indeed, most early married women's
acts either left untouched the common law prerogatives of husbands to
manage their wives' property or contained explicit protections for those
husbandly rights. 165 Although control over property by women before
their husbands died was on the increase in the first hAlf of the nineteenth
159 Chused, Married Women's Law, supra note 2, at 1376-78; S. LEBSOCK, supra note 2, at 135-36.
Women were more selective because they were less likely to follow a "formula," such as giving
everything to sons, when disposing of property. They were also more likely to name beneficiaries because of economic need or friendship.
160 S. LEBSOCK, supra note 2, at 129-30.
161 Chused, Married Women's Law, supra note 2, at 1376-78; M. RYAN, supra note 2, at 27-30,

62-63.
162 M. RYAN, supra note 2, at 62. I did find some increase in the use of gender-neutral gifts to
children. But this was not significant enough to say that sons had lost their primacy to daughters. See supra text accompanying note 114.

163 Salmon, supra note 2, at 677-79. South Carolina, the jurisdiction studied by Salmon, did not
adopt a married women's act until 1868, when a very narrow one was included in the new
state constitution.
164 S. LEBSOCK, supra note 2, at 76. Virginia, Lebsock's jurisdiction, did not adopt its first married women's act until 1877.
165 Property not set aside in a separate estate certainly was managed by husbands. In addition,
many of the early statutes either explicitly reserved management rights to husbands in some
situations or were so construed by the courts. For example, even in the Massachusetts married women's acts, the right of married women to write wills was limited by an inability to
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century, nothing in any of the Northern or border area studies suggests
that there was a serious cultural threat to male control of the family
economy before 1850.
Further difficulties in making a simple North and South contrast are
created by the fact that Petersburg, the site of Lebsock's work in Virginia, was hardly typical of the plantation South. The town was an
important commercial center in eastern Virginia, with many characteristics like some long settled areas of the North. 6 6 Her findings follow suit.
By and large the alterations occurring in the family economy of Petersburg were like those occurring in Dukes County.
Despite these problems, there may also be some truth in the North
and South dichotomy. Salmon's study of South Carolina marriage settlements discovered a significant loss in dispositional authority of wives
under marriage settlements during the early nineteenth century, a result
which is at odds with important results in all the other work, including
that of Lebsock in Virginia.' 6 7 Lebsock found increases in women's economic activities in a broad range of other areas besides marriage concontracts were a relatively minor part of the
tracts; indeed marriage
16
licture.
overall
It is well known that portions of the South did not adopt their first
married women's acts until after the Civil War and that follow-up legislation was slow to appear. 16 9 To the extent that portions of the deep
South were unaffected by changes in childhood mobility endemic to the
North, or that men perceived that women were opposed to slavery,' 7 °
married women's legislation might have been slow to appear. And even
in those areas of the South where early married women's acts were
adopted, they may have been reactions to substantial economic distress
Indeed, the sorts of
rather than to changes in family composition.'
changes in married women's law that appeared in the North after 1850
giving legal sanction to significant participation by women in the commercial world, were very slow to arrive in the South. While the North
slowly grappled with demands of women to alter the separate spheres
ideology created to support the new roles of women as participants in the
family economy and to increase the scope of acceptable commercial
activity, the conservative South resisted.

166
t67
168
169
170

alter husbands' tenancy by curtesy - the right to a life estate in wives' property upon the birth
of a child.
For a description of Petersburg, see S. LEBSOCK, supra note 2, at 1-14.
Salmon, supra note 2, at 671-79.
S. LEBSOCK, supra note 2, at 77-79.
The best article on Southern married women's acts is Lebsock, supra note 2.
Lebsock found that women undermined slavery in a number of ways, including greater rates

of manumission and larger legacies in wills. S. LEBSOCK, supra note 2, at 137-41.
171 Even in those states adopting "early" acts after the Civil War, much of the motivation appears
to have been a result of the economic dislocations of the Civil War.
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CONCLUSION

There is little in this study to suggest that by 1850 women had significantly increased their economic power in Massachusetts society.
Neither the increasing number of Massachusetts widows emerging as primary beneficiaries of their husbands' wills nor the first wave of married
women's acts, appeared because of any deep-seated alterations in male
attitudes towards women. Rather, husbands increasingly looked to wives
to maintain family stability in the face of serious changes in the economic
independence and employability of children, especially sons.
Even though the changes described in this study were not major,
they were part of the groundwork for later changes in ideology. While
radical women of the early nineteenth century were educating the people
of Massachusetts by speaking and circulating petitions and pamphlets,
basic social forces were quietly working to subtly alter the willingness of
public authorities to trust women with basic financial tasks. The initial
legislative reforms in married women's property law laid the cornerstone
for the gradual construction of a new property structure for women.

